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No longer can smokers sit at 
the Gambier Grill—commonly 
called “the Cove”—with a drink 
in one hand and a cigarette in the 
other. Thanks to a new law adopted 
by Ohio voters in November, smok-
ing is prohibited in enclosed public 
spaces and places of employment, 
including bars.
The Smoke Free Workplace 
Act goes into effect today, Dec. 
7, but the Grill, which stays open 
past midnight, started enforcing it 
yesterday in an effort to make the 
transition go smoothly, said Grill 
manager Jamie Wilson. 
According to the law, smok-
ing is still permitted in private 
residences, in outdoor patios that 
are open on at least two sides, in 
tobacco stores and in family-owned 
businesses where all employees 
are related to the owner. Hotels, 
nursing rooms and certain private 
clubs may also allow smoking in 
designated areas or rooms.
 Although smoking is allowed 
outside, proprietors of businesses 
must ensure that smoke does not 
enter buildings through windows 
or doors, so the Grill has decided to 
prohibit smoking in their outdoor 
roofed “porch” area, Wilson said.
In Gambier, the Grill is the 
only establishment that has per-
mitted smoking indoors in recent 
years, according to Village Admin-
istrator Rob McDonald.  However, 
on campus, some individuals may 
have to alter their smoking habits 
to steer clear of building entrances 
and windows.
Melody Monroe, general man-
ager for AVI, said many of the 
dining hall employees are trying 
to figure out new places to smoke. 
They have typically smoked in 
the space between Ernst and the 
trailer that houses AVI and student 
organization offices, but Monroe 
said they are too close to the trailer 
windows to be in compliance with 
the Smoke Free Workplace Act, so 
they will have to relocate during 
their breaks.
•A good idea?
“Non-smokers are thrilled, and 
smokers are crushed,” said Jamie 
Gump, a Grill bartender, when 
asked about the new law.  
Proponents of the Smoke Free 
Workplace Act applaud the health 
benefits the legislation will bring, 
noting that second-hand smoke is 
harmful. Many also say they will 
find the Grill and other establish-
ments more pleasurable now.
“I’ll enjoy going to the Cove 
much more now that it’s smoke-
free,” said Tim O’Neal ’07. “I’ll be 
able to spend more time relaxing 
and enjoying myself than worrying 
about how bad I’m going to smell. 
… I hate coming home reeking of 
cigarettes and spending the next 
two days trying to rid my room of 
the stink.”
Taylor Watson ’07, who goes 
to the Grill once or twice a week 
and smokes there occasionally, said 
it does not bother her greatly when 
other people smoke around her. 
“However,” she said, “I hate hav-
ing my clothes smelling like smoke 
after I leave.”
Kris Magnuson ’07, who goes 
to the Grill about twice a week, 
said that because he is trying to quit 
smoking, he finds the secondhand 
smoke at the Grill “more obnoxious 
New law bans smoking in enclosed public places
Paul Reed
Claire Potter ’10 and Stephanie Kung ’10 smoke outside the Grill. 
By WIllOW BElDEN
Editor-in-Chief
Developer abandons condo proposal
By SEAN RyAN
Staff Reporter
The proposed condominium 
development on and around the 
site of the Meadow lane apart-
ments (commonly known as the 
“Pizza Huts”) will probably be 
scrapped after one of the two 
individuals developing the prop-
erty decided to pull out of the 
project.
Village resident Mark Rams-
er decided to pull out of the deal 
during a public hearing on the 
project two weeks ago.  According 
to Ramser, the decision ultimately 
came because he realized that he 
and the Gambier Planning and 
Zoning Commission had “differ-
ent ideas” about what would be 
the appropriate housing density 
for the site.
Although reaction had been 
g enerally positive throug hout 
the process of development, the 
major sticking point had been 
the high density of the project 
(about six homes per acre) and the 
absence of substantial open green 
space in the preliminary plan. The 
proposed site would take up the 
space where the Pizza Huts are 
currently situated, as well as the 
adjacent open field.
Ramser defended the den-
sity of the proposed plan on two 
grounds:  first, the number of 
dwelling units on the four-plus 
acres  would increa se  only  by 
two from the number of units 
currently in the Pizza Hut apart-
ments (from 24 to 26); and sec-
ond, that level of density would 
be necessary for the project to be 
financially feasible after the Pizza 
Huts are torn down.  
The total  appraised value 
for tax purposes of the approxi-
mately four acres is $580,110, 
including the value of the apart-
ments,  according to the Knox 
County Auditor.  This is about 
$130,000-150,000 per acre.  In 
contrast, Pennsylvania developer 
purchased the land planned for 
the controversial lakes at Wolf 
Run development on yauger Road 
for $5,500 per acre, according to 
the same source.
The  prop ose d  dens i t y  of 
Ramser’s plan, however, was too 
high for Gambier’s standard zon-
ing code, which mandates mini-
mum 7,000-foot lots, or about 
five homes per acre with infra-
structure included.  In response, 
Gambier developed a planned-
unit development (PUD) code, 
which allowed higher density in 
certain circumstances in return for 
greater control of the appearance 
of the project and more public 
hearings.  In addition, it allowed 
for a “zero lot line” community, 
in which only the homes them-
selves are owned by the resident 
and all outdoor areas are held in 
common by an association, which 
would contract for lawn and other 
exterior maintenance. 
Prior  to  the  re cent  Plan-
ning and Zoning Commission 
meeting , Audra Cubie, who lives 
next door to the then-proposed 
development and is a member of 
Village Council, sent a multi-page 
letter to the commission, saying 
that the proposal was up to three 
and a half times more dense than 
a similar zero lot line project in 
Mount Vernon.
Cubie also noted that the 
For the f irst  time,  Gre ek 
Council is drafting a constitution 
to redistribute leadership duties 
and improve the communication 
of policies.  
Though rules governing fra-
tern i ties  and s orori t i es  have 
previously been outlined in the 
student handbook, Greek Coun-
cil never had an official constitu-
tion.  “The rules were outdated,” 
said Director of Student Activi-
ties and Greek Council Advisor 
Tacci Smith, who encouraged 
this semester’s officers to re-ex-
amine existing Greek policies. “I 
would think that any organiza-
tion should be reviewing consti-
tutions or guidelines every couple 
of years, as groups ebb and flow 
and change.”
Having a constitution should 
allow the group to operate more 
successfully as a body with a clear 
structure of government indepen-
dent from the rest of the school, 
students and faculty on Greek 
Council said.
“ The Greek Constitution 
provides the necessary framework 
for a more functional, active and 
positive Greek community on 
campus,” said current Greek Pres-
ident Brendan Mysliwiec ’08.
The need for change, Smith 
said, originated from the recog-
nition by this semester’s council 
officers of a disconnect between 
the Greek community and that of 
the rest of campus.
“They were like, ‘you know, 
we get a bad rap as Greek folks. 
How are  we g oing to  chang e 
that ?’” said Smith.  “And they 
really needed to show they were 
serious about it, and that’s why 
there came about these chang-
es.”
Officer positions on Greek 
Council have already undergone 
some recent change, according 
to Mysliwiec. last year, the four 
original offices—president, vice-
president, secretary and treasur-
er—were restructured to merge 
the secretary and treasurer into 
one position, called the clerk, and 
add the position of community 
service chair.
This year’s change includes 
the separation of vice presidential 
duties into two positions:  vice 
president for internal affairs, who 
deals with policy enforcement 
within the Greek student body, 
and vice president for rush and 
public relations, whose duties in-
clude attending Senate and being 
responsible for an effective rush. 
“ The vice president of in-
ternal affairs is basically like the 
dean of students—it’s his job to 
report abuses,” said Mysliwiec. 
The vice president for rush and 
public relations is responsible 
for external affairs such as rela-
tions with student government 
and publicizing Greek activities. 
“Greeks do an incredible amount 
of things on campus that are not 
publicized,” said Mysliwiec.
Greek Council constructs constitution, elects new officers
By lEAH FINN
News Assistant
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Theresa Hardcastle ’10 will not be 
enrolling in Sculpture I for next semester. 
“I took sculpture in high school and was 
planning to take it at Kenyon,” she said. 
“After hearing how much it costs, I’m 
going to sign up for art history instead; 
I can’t really justify spending that kind of 
money on just a requirement.” 
Enrolling in a studio class at Ke-
nyon is not just the beginning of a 
fulfillment of a major or a step towards 
a fine arts credit; it is a time to open 
some wallets. The supplementary costs 
of studio art classes at Kenyon can be up 
to $300.00 per semester, according to 
Studio Art Chair and Professor Karen 
Snouffer. Students are responsible for 
obtaining these materials on their own 
time and with their own funds. Many 
students buy supplies of the bookstore, 
while others travel into Columbus for 
less expensive supplies. 
For students not enrolled in studio 
art classes, the primary supplementary 
costs of courses at Kenyon are textbooks. 
According to Dianne Mack, the text-
book trade manager at the Kenyon 
Bookstore, students spent an average of 
$97.60 per class on required books for 
the 2006 fall semester.
Caroline Strumph ’10 said she was 
displeased with the costs of materials 
required for her Sculpture I class. She has 
been assigned an art project every other 
week since the beginning of the semester 
and spends an average of eighty dollars 
on material for each project. 
“They should provide everyone 
with the same materials, so that everyone 
would have more of an equal starting 
place,” Strumph said. 
Also enrolled in Sculpture I, first-
year Chase Kreuter said that although it 
is possible to tailor projects according to 
price, with limited funds, you risk limit-
ing the outcome of your piece. 
According to Snouffer, the average 
student spends over $250 a year in any 
painting class at Kenyon. Senior studio 
art major Henry Brown, currently 
focusing on painting, said, “There have 
definitely been cases where students 
have to just stop working simply because 
they’re broke.
“Professors definitely try to get 
things for students to work from in such 
cases, but they’re also pretty limited in 
what they can do,” he said. “I don’t know 
of any way to avoid these costs other than 
the school subsidizing supplies, but that 
would be ridiculously expensive for the 
school, and they’re busy spending it in 
other places.”
Snouffer agreed that taking a 
studio art class at Kenyon is costly but 
said that, in most cases, students find 
ways to obtain the materials, whether 
by recycling supplies for an installation 
art class or by going into Columbus to 
the chain stores, where supplies can be 
purchased more cheaply. 
“I’ve had students come to me 
and complain about the cost, and we’ve 
figured out a way to get the materials,” 
said Snouffer.
Each teacher has a budget, and 
they each do as much as they can for 
the students, whether it is supplying 
students with paint supplies, or handing 
out a few free brushes. Unfortunately, 
with the limited budget, this is the most 
professors in the art department can do 
to cover supplies. 
“I think everyone assumes that 
all the kids here have money, and that’s 
not true,” said Snouffer. “We do what 
we can.” 
Snouffer said she does not see 
the subsidizing of art supplies in the 
future at Kenyon. “There simply are 
not enough funds,” she said. Snouffer 
also referred to a grant recently given 
to the College from an alumnus that 
is frequently distributed yearly to aid 
seniors with their senior art projects. 
She did not know details on the recently 
added budget. 
Like Kenyon, the students of 
Oberlin College have to buy their own 
studio art supplies. “Oberlin offers a 
discounted rate of supplies and materi-
als as well as gives a minimal amount 
of financial help to aid senior students 
enrolled in Senior Studio with their final 
projects,” said Mary Kurtz, administra-
tive technician at Oberlin. 
At Ohio Wesleyan University, all 
students enrolling in studio art courses 
are required to pay a minimum forty-
dollar studio fee. 
“In addition to this fee, students 
have to pay more depending on what 
their class is,” said Jen Attams, assistant 
to the art department at OWU. These 
costs run anywhere from the $75.00 
for the computer imaging classes to 
the sculpture fee of $175.00. There 
are some exceptions, like photography, 
where students end up purchasing over 
$500.00 in additional equipment, not 
even including the cameras. “But over-
all,” said Attams, “these required costs 
cover pretty much everything students 
need for the semester.” 
Dean for Academic Advising Jane 
Martindell said that the cost of taking 
studio art class is an age-old concern 
at Kenyon, and at other colleges across 
the country as well. Martindell said that 
she hopes students will seek help at the 
Student Affairs Center regarding any 
financial restrictions they come across 
in their courses. 
•Music fees
The only other department that 
begins to compete with the cost of 
studio art classes is Kenyon’s music 
department. Music lessons cost $400 
per semester for one hour lessons or 
$200 per semester for half hour lesson. 
Katie Woods ’09 said that majoring in 
music is becoming more expensive than 
majoring in math. 
“I spent more on my music text-
books than on textbooks for other 
classes,” she said, “and the music software 
we have to buy can get really pricey.”  
According to Music Chair Ben-
jamin Locke, the men in the Chamber 
Singers are required to buy tuxedos and 
the women black dresses. “These costs 
are amortized over time if students 
repeat the course, and the men can use 
the tuxedos for other events in addition 
to concerts,” said Locke. Students usually 
own their own instruments, but there 
are cases in which Kenyon provides 
the instruments to students on loan at 
no charge.
“The one aspect that is different 
about our program is the applied study 
[music lessons]. This is one-on-one 
instruction—expensive, but necessary 
for any music curriculum,” said Locke. 
“Non-majors, if they elect to enroll in 
this type of instruction, are assessed 
fees for these lessons. Music majors, 
since the applied study is listed as part 
of their graduation requirements, have 




Art supplies can be purchased at the bookstore.
Operating expenses 2006-07 (projected)
Instructional   $17,706,000
Academic support   $4,059,000
Institutional support—  $7,351,000
Plant operation and maintenance  $6,044,000
Student services    $8,825,000
Auxiliary enterprises   $12,045,000
Conferences   $380,000
Financial aid   $18,129,000
Information and computing  $2,204,000
Funded reserve (depreciation)   $1,850,000
Funded reserve (buildings and grounds)  $718,000
Operating contingency reserve   $500,000
Capital improvement fund   $400,000
Total     $80,211,000
Resources used to meet operating expenses 2005-06 
(projected)
Student fees    $54,807,000
Endowment income    $5,683,000
Trust funds    $117,000
Auxiliary enterprises   $12,954,000
College Work-Study Program   $80,000
Conferences    $670,000
Miscellaneous    $317,000
Interest on operating funds, reserves  $856,000
Gifts for operations    $4,202,000
Athletic center phase-in funds   $525,000
Total     $80,211,000
   
  —Courtesy Office of Institutional Research 
From the Kenyon College Profile 2006-07:
Art, music students pay hundreds more than others
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Village record
Nov. 29, : p.m.—Theft of money from room at Acland Apartments.
Nov. 29, :57 p.m.—Underage possession of alcohol at Norton Hall.
Dec. 1, 6:08 p.m.—Theft of backpack containing computer and other items from Olin Library.
Dec. 1, 6:4 p.m.—Suspicious vehicle/person on College Park Street.
Dec. 2, 12:7 a.m.—Unregistered alcohol at Weaver Cottage party.
Dec. 2, 11:48 p.m.—Fire alarm at Taft Cottages from burnt popcorn. 
Dec. 2, 12:40 a.m.—Vandalism/underage consumption on Middle Path at rosse Hall.
Dec. , 12:9 a.m.—Unregistered gathering at Acland Apartments.
Dec. , 12:52 a.m.—Unregistered gathering at the Delt Lodge.
Dec. , 1:59 a.m.—Argument between students at Acland Apartments.
Dec. , :04 a.m.—Sign burned on room door at Old Kenyon.
Dec. , 1:07 p.m.—Fire extinguisher discharged at Farr Hall.
Dec. , 8:07 p.m.—Theft of laptop computer from Olin Library.
Dec. , 9:20 p.m.—Suspicious vehicle/persons in parking lot at Olin Library.
Dec. , 9:27 p.m.—Fire alarm at Watson Hall caused by burnt food.  Alarm was reset.
Dec. , 10:6 p.m.—Medical call at Mather residence regarding student with injured foot.  Ice was delivered and 
student will see College Physician in the morning.
Dec. 4, 5:0 a.m.—Fire alarm from cooking food at Watson Hall.  Alarm was reset.
Dec. 4, 12:0 p.m.—Vandalism to student vehicle/window broken at East Woodside Drive.  report filed with 
sheriff ’s office.
Dec. 4, 2:15 p.m.—report of theft of shoes from a locker at the KAC.
Dec. 4, 2:4 p.m.—Fire alarm at Farr hall due to burnt belt in washing machine at the Laundromat.
Dec. 4, :57 p.m.—Theft of items from room in Norton Hall.
Dec. 5, 12:51 a.m.—Medical call at Gund Hall regarding ill student.  College Physician was contacted and student 
will see him in the morning.
Dec. 5, 2:02 a.m.—Fire alarm at Watson Hall from burnt food.  Alarm was reset.
Dec. 6, 1:28 p.m.—Underage possession of alcohol at Manning Hall.
Dec. 6, 1:47 p.m.—Underage possession of alcohol at Manning Hall. 
Dec. 6,  2:20 p.m.—Drug paraphernalia and underage possession of alcohol at Manning Hall.
Nov. 29 – Dec. 6, 2006
Greek: Council restructing to better 
interact with College, community
The new officer positions 
were developed in response to a 
need to redistribute leadership 
duties ,  Sm ith  sa id .   Thoug h 
Greek Council consists of one 
president and one representative 
from each Greek organization, 
totaling 24 members, the work 
usually fel l  exclusively on the 
officers.
“Rig ht  now,  the  d ivis ion 
of labor does not lend itself to 
an effectively run and proactive 
council,” said Mysliwiec.  “Our 
goal is that, by splitting up ex-
ecutive positions, we will form an 
organ of Greek governance that 
can respond both to the needs 
of the Greek community and to 
that of the Kenyon and Gambier 
communities.”
The constitution also pro-
poses a Greek judiciary subcom-
mittee to the council, which will 
serve as a disciplinary body much 
like the campus judicial board, 
but specifically for Greeks.  The 
Greek Judiciary, according to the 
current proposal, will be made up 
of students and attended by one 
faculty member.  Chair positions 
of the committee will include 
those concerned with academic 
standings and community service, 
among others. 
“If a Greek chapter gets docu-
mented for an illegal gathering or 
a rush violation or something , it 
would first be able to go through 
the Greek Judiciary board, so that 
it is more ‘judged by your peers,’” 
said Smith.  
The increased number of of-
ficer positions on Greek council 
are  supp ose d to  g rant  Gre ek 
students a voice by spreading 
out obligations and providing 
more opportunities for student 
involvement.
The first of the constitution’s 
changes made in Greek Council 
is  the election of new officer 
roles, which occurred this week. 
Because Greek officer elections 
are typically held in December, 
so this change was enacted even 
though the constitution has not 
yet been approved by Senate. 
G re e k  C o un c i l  ha s  b e en 
given until February to complete 
and approve the constitution 
before it goes to Senate for ap-
proval .  If  in Februar y Senate 
does  not  approve the chang e 
in officer positions that Greek 
Counci l  vote d on th is  we ek , 
leadership positions will be re-
examined and re-elected.
“Out of  the  12 chapters , 
there have only ever been four 
opportunities to have a leader on 
the council,” said Smith.  “With 
several more of those, there will 
be six or seven technical positions 
to run for—that can mean repre-
sentation from at least half of the 
number of organizations.”
Wider distribution of leader-
ship duties will also allow Greek 
officers to more thoroughly ad-
dress relations with external bod-
ies of student government, such 
as Senate and Student Council. 
“Sometimes the chapter gets so 
focused in on, ‘ We have to get 
members,  we have to do this,’ 
that they forget that the rest of 
campus is going on about, ‘Hey, 
we don’t necessarily like when 
division housing gets precedence,’ 
or any of those other kinds of big 
issues,” said Smith.
“The changes are aimed not 
simply at strengthening the Greek 
community, and making sure that 
Greek life is fostered,” said Mysli-
wiec, “but that Greeks are actu-
ally contributing , and actually 
going out and becoming involved 
on campus.”
 As Greek officers continue 
to work on the specifics of the 
constitution, council members 
have been generally encouraging. 
“As it gets down to the wording 
of some things, that has caused 
some questioning in groups,” said 
Smith. “ That’s why the whole 
constitution didn’t go through 
approva l—there ’s  some area s 






“Milk Carton” apartments are 
available for second semester.  Call 
392-4542 for more information.
Before you graduate
At Kenyon College, finals week can be a stressful time.  Students crack open their books, 
some for the first time.  In this hectic whirl of academics, students attempt to remove all distrac-
tions, even going as far as to ‘camp out’ in the library for hours, even days.  As we’re coming into 
finals week, start stocking up on your favorite freeze-dried food, your trail mix, and bring your 
Nalgenes to the library.  Before you graduate, spend a week in a wilderness of recycled hardwoods 
and hardbacks. 
Ali Kittle
Knox Citizens for Smart Growth, an anti-sprawl advocacy group, 
met at the Brown Family Environmental Center (BFEC) last night 
to discuss the proposed rezoning of a city of Mount Vernon lot from 
“residential” to “office/institutional.”
Following the Nov. 8 recommendation of the Mount Vernon Plan-
ning and Zoning Commission to rezone the property, on the corner of 
Upper Gilchrist and Yauger Road, the Mount Vernon City Council will 
hold a final vote on Dec. 27.  Six of seven council members are needed 
to overturn the planning commission’s recommendation. 
Owned by Richard Butler of Fairborn, Ohio, the lot was originally 
part of Monroe Township but was “annexed” in 2005 to become part 
of the city. 
Gambier farmer Eric Helt, a Smart Growth member, said that 
the City Council did not know it had the power to vote down the 
property’s proposed annexation and was “forcibly annexed to [Mount 
Vernon].”  
If the Council does not reject this rezoning, the property will 
likely become home to attorneys’ and doctors’ offices and a large park-
ing lot, said Helt. According to Helt, Smart Growth’s main concern is 
keeping urban growth to a minimum.  He said the “encroachment of 
Mount Vernon” into Gambier will occur as urban sprawl pushes east 
from the city. 
The audience raised concerns about increased traffic, noise and 
bright lights in the otherwise residential area. If these disturbances are 
allowed to occur, according to Helt, more Mount Vernon residents will 
be inclined to sell their property for profit. Audience members agreed 
that there is an “unofficial natural urban growth boundary” on which 
an office/institutional zone would be infringing. 
However, Monroe Township resident Nancy Badet said, “We’re 
on shaky ground if we expect anyone else to accept that boundary.” 
Helt suggested that concerned Knox County residents send letters to 
the editor of local newspapers and show up at the Dec. 27 Council 
meeting. 
A protest “doesn’t need to be anything fancy” in order to get the 
point across, he said.
   —Sarah Friedman
CONTINUED from page 1
Greek Council Officers
Elections for the new Greek Coucil Officers took place on 
Monday, Dec.  4.
President: Brendan Mysliewic 
Vice President of Internal Affaris: Dan Butters ’09
Vice President of Rush and Public Relations: Lizzy 
Weiner ‘08 
Clerk: Josh Freedholm ’08
Smart Growth discusses 
Yauger Road rezoning 
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Don’t miss out! 
Spring Break 2007 is approaching and STS is 
offering specials to this year’s hottest destina-
tions! 
Call for savings 1.800.648.4849 or visit www.ststravel.com.
Raise in minimum wage 
may cost College $68,000
By Laura GarLand
News Assistant
Higher tuition, fewer stu-
dent  employment  hours  or  a 
combination of the two may be 
instituted next year to make up 
for the estimated $68,000 in ad-
ditional costs the College will 
incur from the new increased 
minimum wage passed in Ohio 
this november. Ohio’s minimum 
wage was bumped up from $5.15 
to $6.85 and will be additionally 
indexed to inflation.
“ There are many different 
rates currently being paid to stu-
dent workers and many different 
schedules being worked,” said as-
sociate Vice President for Finance 
Teri Blanchard. “To arrive at an 
estimate of the potential impact 
of the new minimum wage law 
for the College, we looked at the 
total student hours worked for 
the last fiscal year, 2005-’06, and 
the various rates paid for those 
hours and, using that information, 
determined that the potential ad-
ditional annual cost would be in 
the neighborhood of  $68,000.”
This approximation will be 
addressed in the administration’s 
early January meetings to discuss 
the overall development of the 
2007-2008 budgets. Blanchard 
said that until that time, the col-
lege remains unsure of how the 
impact of this new measure will be 
accounted for by the school, but 
she cited an increase in student 
tuition or fewer available student 
employment hours as probable 
solutions.
Six states, including Montana, 
arizona ,  Colorado,  Missouri , 
nevada and Ohio, all passed in-
creased minimum wage laws in this 
november’s elections.
The democratic Party is put-
ting the minimum wage raise at 
the forefront of their agenda when 
Congress reconvenes in January.
Mo unt  Vern o n  p ro j e c t ,  Wa -
tersedge, on yauger road, has a 
large open area and pond.  Cubie 
said that if one wanted to match 
the  densit y  of  Waterse dg e ,  a 
maximum of eight homes would 
be allowed.
during an earl ier hearing 
on the project, the subject of the 
Gambier proposal’s lack of open 
space or  larg e  lawns was  one 
of criticism for the developers. 
during that meeting , as well as 
the recent one, there were calls 
for ramser and his development 
partner Bob rauzi, who owns the 
Pizza Huts, to remove some of the 
units, something they refused to 
do for economic reasons.
Cubie also wrote that rams-
er and r auzi  had as  wel l  not 
included a “wow factor” for the 
development or shown a “good 
reason why Gambier needs this 
development.”  She also said that 
“I am not confident that the de-
velopers appreciate how seriously 
we are committed to not allowing 
a development of this density in 
the Village.”
With ramser pulling out of 
the project, rauzi can now choose 
whether he wants to continue the 
project on his own.
Even thoug h his  involve-
ment in the project is finished, 
ramser said that he is glad that 
his proposal spurred the Village 
to create a Pud ordinance to 
handle future growth.
allison Burket
Ben Wright-Heuman ’08, Elena Fernandez ’08 and Jon Porobil ’08 perform their music at Middle 
Ground for the Epsilon delta Mu sponsored coffee house. along with ten other performers, Wright-
Heuman, Fernandex and Porobil  played for a crowded house to help EdM raise money for the 
Knox County Humane Society. 
Coffee and music: EdM helps puppies
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The Village Council met on Monday, dec. 4, at the Gambier 
Community Center. 
•	 Council Member Betsy Peer raised the issue of neighborhood 
complaints about the duplex apartments.  She said they have become 
“quite the exterior garbage pit” and there is concern about garbage 
spilling over into the empty lot next door. 
•	 Peer also pointed out the traffic problem near the Kenyon athletic 
Center (KaC). Last Sunday, she said, was a “particularly egregious 
example of the lack of attention” paid to parking regulations by 
delivery and College vehicles and transportation for athletes and the 
handicapped.  The council agreed that backed-up cars by the KaC’s 
front entrance diminish drivers’ visibility of students crossing the 
street.  Peer added that the problem is compounded by the lack of a 
drop-off lane by Ernst circle, which is a fire lane.
•	 Council member audra Cubie presented her wish to hold property 
owners accountable for care of their house and grounds.  Village 
Solicitor Ken Lane said that “progressive discipline,” starting with a 
phone call and hopefully not reaching criminal charges, will be used 
for “recalcitrant” property owners. 
•	 Cingular service recently became available in Gambier, according to 
Mayor Kirk 
Emmert.  
•	 The Council accepted and adopted an emergency ordinance regulat-
ing the unlawful discharge of firearms in Gambier.  Currently, it is 
legal to own firearms for hunting and self-defense; this legislation will 
be the first to regulate their use.
•	 The Council accepted and adopted an ordinance to prohibit the 
“feeding of non-avian wildlife,” said Emmert.
•	 The Council approved expenditure for additional sludge re-
moval to improve the safety of Gambier’s roads during the winter 
months.  This expenditure was also necessary last year, causing mem-
bers to question if the budget for sludge removal is sufficient.
    —Sarah Friedman
Village Council: Traffic, 
firearms, sludge and junk
Senate met on Tuesday, dec. 5. 
•	 Senate discussed the proposal by representative Elliot Forhan ’08 and Professor of Music Benjamin 
Locke to change the College’s official alma Mater song from “The Thrill” to “Kokosing Farewell,” 
because it is more well-known and frequently sung throughout the College; the change has already 
been approved by President Georgia nugent. Senate decided to hold the vote until second semester, 
after class representatives have updated students on this proposed change and a possible examina-
tion of archive documents to determine why, historically, the original song was chosen, has been 
conducted.
•	 dean of Students Tammy Gocial gave an update from the party policy task force that she chairs, 
including a first draft of some revised party policies.  The document includes the overall philosophy 
of campus parties at Kenyon, including the introduction of the position of Party Monitor, a student 
who would collaborate with party hosts to ensure safety expectations. The document also outlines 
the duties of party monitors, party hosts and party attendees. “I really think this is about putting 
the safety of students in the hands of students,” said dean Gocial of these proposed changes. They 
opened for table discussion, as this is simply a first draft and will inevitably be reworked. “Everybody 
wants the same things,” said Head Football Coach Ted Stanley, a Senate representative.  “and we’ll 
get there.”
      —Leah Finn
Senate discusses party policy task force, 
changing school song
CONTINUED from page 1
Condos: Proposed density of housing 
project concerns residents
than actually smoking, and all it 
does is tempt me to smoke even 
more.”
Magnuson said he thinks the 
new law is fair because “secondhand 
smoke is even worse for the body 
than firsthand smoke, apparently, 
and people should not be forced to 
subject themselves to it. Smoking is 
a choice, and other people should 
not be forced to suffer negative 
consequences of a person’s choices 
if there is an alternative.”
Laura Bomar ’07, who de-
scribes herself as a “quasi-smoker,” 
said she is still in favor of the new 
law. “I only smoke like two ciga-
rettes when I get really drunk,” she 
said. “So it’s rare that I do smoke, 
and I hate doing it.  So if I can’t 
because the law prevents me from 
smoking, then I won’t.”
Opponents of the smoking 
law say they think smoking is an 
expected and desirable part of bar 
culture and that restricting the use 
of tobacco infringes on personal 
rights and freedoms.
Yehia Alhibshi ’07, who visits 
the Grill at least three times a week 
and often smokes there, said he 
thinks smoking is “part of the bar 
experience. … As for the Cove be-
ing smoke-free, I can’t think of it 
in terms of an improvement. It’ll 
be an inconvenience that I’ll get 
used to.”
“What is a bar without ash 
trays?” said Kenny Brady ’07. “A 
collection of drunks.”
Brady, who goes to the Grill 
approximately once a week and 
smokes there often, said he thinks 
prohibiting smoking in places like 
bars is a violation of rights. “If 
you start infringing on the right 
of people to determine what is 
pleasurable, then you infringe on 
their right to pursue happiness,” 
he said.
Brady said he would consider 
it reasonable to ban smoking in 
places people cannot avoid going, 
such as court rooms and public 
offices. But, he said, “I am not in 
any way compelled to go to any 
particular bar.”
Jeff Lanz ’07, who goes to 
the Grill about once a week and 
sometimes smokes there, said he 
finds it perplexing that smoking is 
banned, when other harmful activi-
ties remain legal.
“There are a lot of people at 
Kenyon who view moderate to 
heavy drinking, stuffing one’s face 
with fatty bar food, getting intoxi-
cated and hooking up with people 
without being tested for STDs, and 
the late-night hugging of toilets... as 
permissible behavior, but see smok-
ing as a disgusting and shameful 
act,” Lanz said. 
Lanz said drinking can be just 
as harmful to bystanders as smok-
ing. “It’s pretty clear that if drinking 
in public became illegal, drunk-
driving accidents would be rarer, 
STD and rape rates would go down 
and public intoxication and general 
belligerence would decrease,” he 
said. “But if we’re going to live in a 
society that takes those 
risks in order to have 
whatever benefits come 
from drinking, … then I 
think it is not unreason-
able to extend the same 
logic to smoking.”
Jessica Tindira ’07 
does not smoke but said 
she thinks “a smoke-free 
Cove won’t improve 
anything. The people 
who smoke will contin-
ue to smoke, probably in 
their dorms. Instead of 
having a bar that smells 
like smoke, that non-
smokers can leave at the 
end of the evening, we’ll 
just have dorms that 
smell like smoke.” 
Tindira also said 
she  thinks  the  laws 
“punish people who 
aren’t doing anything 
wrong: smoking in gen-
eral is still legal. This 
ban is like legislating against walk-
ing in the park because maybe some 
other people who want to ride bikes 
in the park are annoyed that they 
go so slowly.”
Gump said he has mixed feel-
ings about the new law. “In one 
aspect, I’m really happy about it,” he 
said. “It will be good for everyone’s 
health in the long run. … But at the 
same time, if you’re going to a bar, 
you’re really not going there to be 
healthy.”
Gump said he plans to quit 
smoking “because there’s no way to 
do my job and still smoke. I’d rather 
quit smoking than quit my job.”
•A shift in business?
“Now that businesses must be 
smoke-free,” said O’Neal, “I wonder 
which will have a greater effect on 
business: the possible increase in 
non smokers going to the Cove, 
or the equally possible decrease in 
smokers who are frustrated that 
they can’t smoke in the warmth. 
Personally, I plan on going to the 
Cove more often now.”
Wilson said he knows several 
students and Gambier residents 
who do not currently go to the 
Grill because of the smoke but who 
might start coming.  
Lanz said he thinks the lack of 
smoke will draw more students to 
the Grill, which he said will “make 
the Cove more fun and be good for 
its business.”
“It will possibly bring profes-
sors back to the Cove,” Bomar 
added. “So many of them have told 
me how they hate going there either 
with their families or just by them-
selves because it’s so smoky.”
Most students inter viewed 
said the new smoking law will not 
affect how often they go to the 
Grill, however.
“The Cove is the only bar on 
campus,” said Lanz, “so if I want to 
go to a bar, the Cove is my only op-
tion. … Smoking outside is not too 
big of an obstacle. My frequency of 
Cove visits will not change because 
of this law.”
“I’ll still go to the Cove as 
often as I do now,” Alhibshi said. 
“They’ll just have to put up with me 
walking out every 20-some minutes 
for a cig.”
Brady agreed that his visits 
the Grill will not decrease because 
of the smoking law, but he said 
going outside to smoke will be an 
inconvenience.
“There’s little that’s more dis-
ruptive to a conversation than 2/3 
of the people getting up and leaving 
to go smoke,” he said.
 
•Enforcement
The consequences for not 
enforcing the smoking law range 
from a letter of warning, issued to 
a proprietor or individual for a first 
violation, to a $2,500 fine.
The rules of enforcement do 
not go into effect until June 7, and 
both McDonald and Wilson said 
they are unsure whether inspections 
will take place before then. The 
Ohio Department of Health is in 
charge of enforcing the smoking 
law, but according to McDonald, 
funding has not yet been allocated 
for enforcement.
CONTINUED from page 1
Smoke: Smoking ban clears air at Gambier Grill 
Charlotte Nugent
Spencer Silverthorne ’07, Emily Miller ’07, Laura Moum ’07, and Paul Wimer ’07 together on Wednesday 
in the newly smoke-free Grill. “I think it’s a shame that businesses can’t choose whether to be a smoking 
establishment,” said Moum. “[But] I respect the smoking ban—when I was a non-smoker I hated it.”
“It will be good for everyone’s 
health in the long run. … But at the 
same time, if you’re going to a bar, 
you’re really not going there to be 
healthy.”
              —Jamie Gump, Grill bartender
Speak Out! 
“We recently moved [back to Ohio] from Eugene, Or-
egon, where they have a similar law. We got used to it in 
Oregon. You don’t smell like smoke when you go home. 
…As long as the Cove doesn’t start backsliding into a 
family restaurant again, it’ll be fine.”
—Travis Ritter, former Mount Vernon resident
What do you think of the smoke-free Grill? 
“My clothes won’t smell like smoke 
after I leave…I’m a stress smoker. It’ll 
help me smoke less.”
 —Justine Lacy ’07
“It’s my birthday, and I want to 
smoke a cigarette!”
— Emily Miller ’07
“I detest smoking, but I’m sad 
because some of my friends do smoke 
and now they have to suffer the cold 
winter air. And I’m sad.”
 — Bob Warnock ’07
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I’ve learned a few things about theater (“theatre,” even) etiquette during my 
travels with the Kenyon-Exeter program. One: do not give a standing ovation. Do-
ing so will give you away as an American. Two: do not sing along with songs played 
in the performance.  Three: even if the hilt of an actor’s sword flies off and hits you 
in the head (which actually happened to Professor of English Kim McMullen), 
do not get up during the performance. 
One of the highlights of my stay here so far has been a group trip to Strat-
ford-on-Avon with the other Kenyon-Exeter students. The drama department at 
Kenyon puts on a Shakespeare play almost every year, but nothing compares to 
seeing one of Shakespeare’s plays at his birthplace. Not only does Shakespeare have 
three theaters devoted to him, but he also gets his own theater company—the Royal 
Shakespeare Company (RSC). The RSC is funded directly by the Arts Council 
of England, meaning that the government shells out money to keep Shakespeare’s 
work fresh and alive. Coming from a school district where the arts programs are 
some of the first to be cut because of budget, I was awed at the quality of the theaters 
and the shows we saw.
During the intermission of Henry VI Part II, most of my group decided to 
move to the first few rows since there were empty seats. Following Cade’s famous 
line “First thing … let’s kill all the lawyers!” the actors excitedly asked the audience 
in the front row if any of them were a lawyer. An unsuspecting elderly man from 
the audience was pulled onstage, now a victim in Cade’s rebellion. The crazed 
commoners cheered on Jack Cade, who swung from the ceiling on a trapeze. 
The commoners sifted through the bag belonging to the man from the audi-
ence, dumping out his cell phone and money and giving them to other audience 
members. The bag had been planted by the actor; the twenty pound note one of 
the actors flung at me was counterfeit. Still, the scene was all the funnier because 
of this addition, and we were right in the center of the action. So close, in fact, that 
my friend was sprayed with stage blood when a dead character swung from the 
balcony onto the stage!
That proximity to the audience makes the characters’ actions much more 
powerful. Upon entering the Courtyard Theatre, I was surprised by how small 
it is compared to the Royal Shakespeare Theatre. Henry IV, however, took full 
advantage of the intimate space and the thrust stage. Characters turned up in the 
aisles, moving to the rail next to my seat so quietly that I didn’t notice them until 
the spotlight was on them. Trapezes, ropes, ladders, and platforms descended from 
the ceiling and from the balconies, leaving me wondering what would happen next. 
Every seat seemed to be a good seat, much like in Kenyon’s Bolton Theatre. 
After the performance, the Kenyon group headed for the Dirty Duck, a pub 
we had heard the actors frequent. King Henry arrived in street clothes. When 
Romeo came in, one of the girls asked if we could buy him a drink. He answered, 
“Oh, no, you don’t have to do that. The tickets were expensive enough.” All the 
actors we met, in fact, were extremely polite. 
One man approached us and asked where we were from, and we answered 
and asked him the same. “I’m Ivan. Actually, I’m the costume designer,” he replied. 
I told him I loved what they had done with the character of Ariel in The Tempest, 
and Ivan said, “Oh, well he’s right over there,” pointing to the door. Sure enough, 
there he the actor. “He has a great stomach,” Ivan added, matter-of-factly. We all 
laughed.  
Having seen nearly 10 plays in England to date, it has been interesting to 
see not only the academic aspects—how the productions make use of the space, 
how they differ from the play texts—but also the social ones. The audiences of 
Romeo and Juliet and The Tempest were almost completely composed of students; 
before the shows began, a loud din of chitchat and giggling filled the theater. At a 
London production of Ben Jonson’s The Alchemist, on the other hand, you could 
sense the elderly crowd’s confusion when the actors made comical references to 
hip hop and modern slang. 
Everyone goes to the theater in England, not just the upper class, and it’s 
refreshing to experience theatre in a place that values it so highly. Here, theater is 
more than entertainment. Nobody questions the fact that the state should subsidize 
theater and the arts—it’s a tradition.
Even if they don’t always get it, the patrons keep coming. After all, England is 
home to some of the world’s most famous playwrights, a fact the country flaunts, 
not to mention famous actors, including Patrick Stewart, Prospero from The 
Tempest, who we ran into on the street. Besides, where else but Stratford can you 
find a tourist attraction with a name as corny as “Shakespeareance”? 
Notes From Abroad
The ultimate “Shakespeareance”
Nate Ewert-KrockerShakespeare’s Globe Theater
There’s a rural, picturesque 
campus in Knox County, made 
up of cottages and stately brick 
dormitories, famous for its great 
dining room and complete with a 
flourishing environmental center. 
Acceptance to the school is com-
petitive and complicated; once 
admitted, the student benefits 
from a supportive and individu-
alized learning community and 
occasional outings to the South 
Side Diner.
That cam-
pus is not Ken-




A mere 10 
minutes down 
the road from 
Kenyon, the 
Mo unt  Ver-
non Develop-
mental Center 
( M V D C )  i s 
home not to 
1 ,600 “Ne w 
Ivy” leaguers 
but to 225 se-
verely mentally 
retarded residents. Too impaired 
to function in a group-home set-
ting, most patients have been left 
by families unable to care for their 
specific physical needs or placed 
by courts into the intensive care of 
over 500 trained employees. With 
85% of staff members hailing 
from Knox County and a budget 
of over $30 million, it was until 
recently the largest employer in 
the county. 
According to the MVDC 
website, developmental centers are 
state-funded facilities “providing 
services to individuals who have 
been determined by regional cen-
ters to require programs, training, 
care, treatment and supervision in 
a structured health facility setting 
on a 24-hour basis.” Their primary 
mission is to provide habilitation 
and training services that increase 
residents’ levels of independence 
and functioning skills and ability 
to control their environment and 
to live in community settings. My 
tour guide, administrative assis-
tant and former MVDC chaplain 
Dennis Hill, likes to focus on the 
literal meaning of the name. 
“We want to develop them, 
physically and emotionally,” he 
said when asked the purpose of 
MVDC. “We want people to 
treat residents not like objects, 
but people of value—compensate 
for their disabilities and make the 
most of their abilities. If you don’t 
see the value of each individual, 
then you won’t be happy working 
here.” 
Therapeutic program work-
ers, or TPWs, make nearly $14 
an hour, plus state-employee 
benefits and medical insurance. 
By EMILy KLIEVER
Guest Columnist
The MVDC provides all neces-
sary training , requiring only a 
high-school diploma. Once certi-
fied, however, TPWs constantly 
recertify basic CPR and First Aid 
skills as well as documenting almost 
every incident occurring during 
their shift. MVDC also employs a 
full staff of doctors, nurses, chefs, 
physical therapists, gardeners and 
even laundry services, all aided by 
volunteers from the community 
(although none this semester from 
Kenyon).
We meet a group of volunteers 
waiting to help patients in wheel-
chairs into a bus. A woman named 
Molly introduces them as foster 
grandparents—an active group of 
retired older volunteers who spend 
a few days a week at the MVDC. 
Molly herself actually worked as 
a nurse at the Center until her re-
tirement in 2002 and is now back 
for more.
 “It’s so rewarding,” she says 
about her work with the mentally 
handicapped, gently pushing the 
chair. “We take them out to din-
ner, to get their hair done, to go 
shopping for their rooms. The 
units decide together. Next week, 
we’re going Christmas shopping 
at Polaris.”
 Weekly off-campus excursions 
are one of many activities required 
by the Center. State funding comes 
at the price of constant supervision. 
“Bureaucracy can save you or kill 
you,” Hill admits, gesturing to a 
huge pile of paperwork. “See this? 
We must document everything.” 
Staff members meticulously re-
cord each doctor’s examination, 
individualized schedule, even 
recent bruises for weekly checks. 
“Columbus can call anytime and 
ask to see records—if there’s any-
thing unexplained, there’s trouble. 
Programs must be followed to the 
letter.” 
Residents are divided into sev-
en units, each with approximately 
16 people—typically based on 
physical handicap levels. Each unit 
maintains three trained employees 
per patient. Personalized schedules 
cover almost every minute of the 
day, sometimes interrupted by 
special events such as the upcoming 
Christmas Winter Wonderland, 
when visiting family, staff and 
patients will exchange gifts.
Not all patients receive guests. 
More recently-accepted patients 
arrive via court decisions that ruled 
the individual incapable of living at 
home or in a group home. Parents 
can no longer deal with the grow-
ing needs of their handicapped 
family member. 
“When it’s just little Johnny, 
you can push down his hands,” ex-
plains Hill. “But when little Johnny 
grows to up to be a 200-pound 
man, he’s a little harder to control.” 
The vast majority, however, are 
docile, elderly patients placed in the 
Center during 
the 1940’s and 
50’s by families 
encouraged by 
doctors of the 
time to leave 
them to total 
care.
 “ T h e 
families left 
without look-
ing over their 
shoulder,” says 
Hil l .  “L et ’s 
face it—most 
of the people 
here will never 
leave. We are 
t h e i r  o n l y 
family now.” They’ve aged here, 
unvisited, through decades of the 
deinstitutionalization of mental 
care. Many die here after draining 
their account of funds, so staff 
members often pay personally 
for much of the funeral expenses. 
Community groups donate coffins 
or flowers. 
Success stories do exist. “One 
woman graduated to a room in a 
local group home and got a job 
at Taco Bell,” tells Hill. “A little 
while ago I saw her around and 
asked how it was. She said, ‘Well, 
I don’t have it anymore. I have my 
own house.’ She had saved enough 
working more than 10 years at Taco 
Bell to buy her own house.”
MVDC tries to preserve each 
patient’s independence. Patients 
can pool money to buy televi-
sions and decorate their rooms. 
Although the patients are often 
unable to choose items autono-
mously, TPWs spend so much time 
with individuals they recognize 
personalities and tastes. 
“She may not be able to say 
the word black,” says Hill, “but if 
she always points to black things 
or picks out black pictures in maga-
zines, we interpret that to mean she 
likes black. So we’ll buy something 
black for the room.” 
Below the physical therapy 
wing lies a swimming pool, con-
stantly kept at 80 degrees. Thera-
pists slip individuals out of wheel-
chairs into a harness that dips them 
briefly into the weightlessness of 
the water. At another pool, a mere 
10 minutes away, students cheer 
on the Lords and Ladies, largely 
unaware of this other Mount Ver-
non campus. 
Knox County’s hidden campus
By HANNAH CURRAN
Opinions Editor
The Mount Vernon Development Center www.bdmrdd.state.oh.us
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“I know about [the side effects 
of  Adderall], but right now, my 
grades are the most important thing,” 
said a Kenyon senior.
In pursuit of peak performance, 
some students use prescription 
stimulants like Ritalin, Adderall 
or Dexedrine to enhance their 
academic performance. Used to 
treat conditions like attention deficit 
disorder (ADD), such drugs influ-
ence the way the brain responds to 
stimuli. They increase energy and 
confidence, allowing students to stay 
awake for longer periods of time.
“Students use Amphetamine-
type drugs, or ‘uppers,’ to stem off 
sleep,” said College Physician Tracy 
Schermer. “They rev you up so you 
can’t sleep.”
“I have used Adderall a couple 
times when I knew that I would have 
to pull an all-nighter studying for a 
test,” said one Kenyon senior. “I like 
the results of taking a low dose, but I 
have only ever used Adderall when I 
felt really crunched for time, felt tired 
and was having a hard time focusing 
on my work.”
These drugs are not legally 
available without a prescription—
they are not prescribed as study 
aids or to help someone stay awake. 
According to Schermer, these are all 
class 2 controlled substances, closely 
monitored by the FDA. A 2005 sur-
vey from the Center for Substance 
Abuse at the University of Maryland 
concluded that after alcohol and 
marijuana, Adderall and Ritalin are 
the most easily available drugs that 
are misused on campus.
• Illegal drugs, illegally obtained
According to Schermer, there 
have been cases at Kenyon where 
students have used “false reasons to 
obtain these drugs, such as claiming 
a false prescription from home. Their 
problem seemed to disappear when 
we couldn’t get a release of info from 
their doctor.” Along with faking 
symptoms, students obtain medica-
tion from other students—often 
by purchasing it or stealing it, said 
Schermer.
One first-year male said that 
he has obtained Adderall before: “I 
usually just bum it off a friend.”
“I sold some [prescribed Ad-
derall medication] in the past, but 
then I started getting all sorts of ran-
dom people coming in asking for it,” 
said a Kenyon upperclassman. “Plus 
I didn’t really like the idea after I 
thought about it, so I stopped. More 
recently, I’ve been very occasionally 
giving the odd pill to a friend with an 
exam or paper, but pretty rarely.”
There have been several student 
reports of stolen prescription drugs 
this year, from desks, purses and 
closets. Students who have illegally 
obtained prescription drugs could 
face not only potential criminal 
charges, but side effects including 
long periods of sleep deprivation. 
“Your body is exhausted, but you 
don’t know,” said Schermer. “You 
have to take ‘downers’ to sleep, which 
leads to a cycle.”
• Harmful side effects
“The dangers of using these 
drugs unprescribed are interactions 
with other prescriptions, no medi-
cal supervision regarding dosage 
and continued use could lead to 
dependency, either psychological 
or physical,” said Substance Abuse 
Educator and Counselor Michael 
Durham.
“Like many other drugs, these 
often lead to inappropriate decision-
making,” said Schermer. “Your body 
has slowed down, and your percep-
tion is skewed.”
“It is a prescription medication 
that was created for a condition 
which I do not have, so I am leery 
about using it more than a couple 
times per semester,” said a female 
senior. “I am afraid that heavier 
use could have some adverse side 
effects.”
“I’ve read a lot on it, and I know 
the possible side effects,” said a male 
senior. “I try to keep the side effects 
minimal by not taking it often.”
Some students say that Adder-
all and Ritalin serve other purposes 
than merely keeping them awake, 
thus making prescription drugs a 
more powerful alternative to coffee 
or energy drinks like Red Bull.
“[Adderall] helps me to orga-
nize my thoughts,” said a first-year 
male.
One senior said that with Ad-
derall, “There is this feeling of intense 
happiness when concentrating, and 
so it makes me want to concentrate 
more.”
“It keeps your mind alert, with-
out making your body jittery, and it 
also keeps you focused on one task,” 
said a senior woman.
However, 
some students 
do not approve 
of their peers 
u s i n g  t h i s 
medication.












unfair,” said a 
junior male. 
“It’s the same 
sort of thing 
as paying a 
private tutor 
for help.” According to the student, 
Adderall has helped to significantly 
improve his grades.
“College is a game, and it’s all 
about learning how to play it effec-
tively,” said a student whose prescrip-
tion medication was recently stolen. 
“I think time management is also 
important, and something that may 
be lacking in those who abuse study 
drugs without a prescription. I guess 
some people cheat in games, because 
they can’t come up with other cre-
ative and legitimate solutions to the 
problems they encounter.”
• Staying awake—legally
However, many students have 
discovered creative—and legal—al-
ternatives for staying awake.
“If I have a lot of reading to do, 
I knit, because the motion keeps 
me more attentive,” said Cori Hirai 
’07. “I do better if I don’t have to be 
focused for really long periods, and 
the knitting gives me something to 
focus on briefly before returning to 
the reading.”
“Red Bull is my drug of choice,” 
said Sean Hoffman ’08.
“I switch back and forth be-
tween drinking endless pots of tea if 
I’m working in my apartment, and 
16 ounce cups of Middle Ground 
coffee with espresso shots” said Mar-
garet Willison ’07. “If I start getting 
drowsy and have no caffeine, I run 
around outside for a few minutes, if 
it’s cold enough, and I run freezing 
cold water fountain water over the 
insides of my wrists…If I am at my 
apartment, I will shove my feet into 
a bathtub full of freezing water—re-
ally effective.”
• Sleep: Who needs it?
“Most students at Kenyon be-
lieve that sleep is a waste of time,” said 
Schermer. “They want to focus on 
school, partying and sexual relation-
ships, and they see sleep as something 
that gets in the way.”
Far from a “waste of time,” 
Schermer argued that sleep is a 
biological need. “Humans are not 
nocturnal,” said Schermer. “We are 
geared towards shutting down at 
night. Sleep is a normal body func-
tion, just as important as eating or 
breathing.”
Today, however, there are many 
jobs that force people to work at 
all hours of the day or night. Just 
as doctors and surgeons must train 
their bodies to function on little rest, 
Kenyon students have adapted to a 
schedule that allows for less sleep.
“I generally stay up until 2:00 
every night and more often then not 
find myself pulling all-nighters right 
before a paper is due,” said Hoffman. 
“What it comes down to is that my 
schedule has been killing me.”
Willison agreed with Hoffman. 
“I pull all-nighters with alarming 
frequency, pretty much every time 
I have a paper due, and usually three 
to four nights per paper,” said Wil-
lison. “Arguably, I don’t ever have to 
pull all-nighters, it’s just how I work 
best. I find I need to reach a certain 
critical mass of abject misery before 
I can even begin to work on a paper, 
and nothing creates abject misery 
quite like the Gund computer lab 
at 4:30 a.m.”
Lack of sleep, however, in-
terferes with the immune system, 
according to Schermer. “Without 
sleep, we stay ill longer, and we are 
more susceptible to diseases,” he 
said.
In the month before her comps 
were date, Julie Kunz ’07 was pulling 
at least one “all-nighter” a week. “I 
ended up with mycoplasmal tonsil-
litis a week after depriving myself of 
sleep over comps,” said Kunz. “The 
health center told me they mainly see 
that kind of thing with people whose 
systems are ‘run down.’”
This is very common, accord-
ing to Schermer. “I would lay all 
the blame on sleep deprivation,” 
said Schermer. “I have observed stu-
dents at Kenyon who have become 
hospitalized from sleep deprivation. 
After time has passed and the factors 
are assessed, sleep deprivation is the 
only cause. It’s not schizophrenia 
or any other disorder. It’s truly un-
raveling.”
“I had to get a bunch of exten-
sions because I couldn’t do anything 
for a week when I was sick,” said 
Kunz. “I wish I had asked for exten-
sions to avoid the all-nighters that 
made me sick in the first place.”
“I never get enough sleep at 
night,” said Kathryn Gallagher ’09. 
“I try and make it up with naps in 
between and after classes.”
Schermer also pointed out 
that the normal sleep cycle does 
not include “two hours [segments] 
adding up to eight hours.” A normal 
circadian cycle takes at least six to 
seven hours, often eight or nine, 
depending on the person. “If you 
are tired during the day, take a power 
nap for 45 minutes, then get up and 
exercise to get the blood moving,” 
Schermer said.
“Establishing a pattern should 
be done right when you get to 
school,” said Schermer. “Go to bed at 
11 or 12, and force yourself to get up 
at 9 the next morning. If you want to 
sleep later on weekends, it’s fine, but 
you shouldn’t be sleeping until noon 
everyday—it throws the pattern off. 
Even if you don’t have class, get up, 
exercise and do work. Sacrifice the 
morning hours of sleeping in to 
recapture hours of work, and you 
won’t have to push yourself to stay 
up so late that night.”
—with reporting by Maia 
Raber
Who needs 40 winks? Students fight sleep with drugs
BY MARA ALPERIn
Senior Features Editor
Paul ReedA number of Kenyon students have used
prescription drugs as preformance-enhancers
Paul ReedHally Roberts ’10, a swimmer, tries to catch up on her extra work
“Most students at Kenyon believe that 
sleep is a waste of time.”
—Tracy Schermer, M.D.
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The opinions page is a space for members of the community to discuss 
issues relevant to the campus and the world at large.  The opinions 
expressed on this page belong only to the writer.  Columns and letters 
to the editors do not reflect the opinions of the Kenyon Collegian 
staff.  All members of the community are welcome to express opinions 
through a letter to the editors.  The Kenyon Collegian reserves the right 
to edit all letters submitted for length and clarity.  The Collegian cannot 
accept anonymous or pseudonymous letters.  Letters must be signed by 
individuals, not organizations, and must be 200 words or less.  Letters 
must also be received no later than the Tuesday prior to publication.  The 
Kenyon Collegian prints as many letters as possible each week subject 
to space, interest and appropriateness.  Members of the editorial board 
reserve the right to reject any submission.  The views expressed in the 
paper do not necessarily reflect the views of Kenyon College.
BY KARL STARK
Guest Columnist
According to the pollsters, news-
papers, candidates and any radio 
show host, this year’s midterm elec-
tions were a “referendum on Iraq.” 
That may very well be. Approval 
ratings dropped without any policy 
change from the White House or the 
Hill, and challengers made Iraq the 
center point of their campaigns. 
But this year’s elections were 
about much more than just Iraq. 
They were about more than rising 
health care costs, high unemploy-
ment and environmental concerns. 
The midterm elections were, quite 
simply, a referendum on account-
ability. It might have all started with 
Tom DeLay, but it probably went 
back further than that, further than 
Verizion eavesdropping and Jack 
Abramoff. It goes back even further 
than Katrina. It started, ironically, 
with the Republican Party’s own: 
Newt Gingrich. 
In 1994, Gingrich and the GOP 
took back the House for the first 
time in 40 years. Gingrich proposed 
his “Contract with America,” which 
promised the American people a 
smaller, more efficient and more 
accountable government run by the 
Republican Party. “Tired of the pork-
barrel politics?” Gingrich asked. 
“Give us a shot.” From then on, the 
public has held a watchful and disap-
proving eye over its politicians. 
The events of the last two years 
have shown what happens when 
power is taken as an entitlement. As 
the Republican Party was able to pull 
off political victory after political vic-
tory, it became, in the eyes of its own 
members, more and more indestruc-
tible. And with House re-election 
percentages above 90 percent and 
the president having just wrapped the 
last campaign of his political career, 
there seemed to be little threat to the 
seats of power. This is exactly where 
the problem lies. The campaign cycles 
are kicking off earlier and earlier, to 
the point that many members are 
building their 2008 campaigns as we 
speak. Policy is secondary to fund-
raising. Instead of meeting with the 
National Education Association or 
the United Auto Workers, politicians 
are booking lunches with lobbyists 
and fat-walleted donors. 
You’re thinking , “This isn’t 
news, so what’s the big deal?” Here’s 
the deal: I’m going to tell you how 
we fix it.
Currently in Maine and Oregon, 
and selected other races nationwide, 
public financing is the norm for 
political campaigns. Candidates, 
instead of being backed by affluent 
individuals, Political Action Com-
mittees and lobbyists, are instead 
only financed through public contri-
butions, each of which is capped to a 
predetermined per capita limit. On 
current national tax forms, individu-
als can select to have $3 placed into a 
national pot to help fund presidential 
candidates (FYI: the first candidate 
to ever refuse any public funding is 
President Bush). The system of public 
financing for local and congressional 
races works similarly. That amount 
might be raised to $5 or $10, and 
would then be divided up between 
candidates who wished to use it. It is 
this optional nature which makes the 
system constitutional.
Public financing’s positive ef-
fects are staggering. For one, it levels 
the playing field for campaigns. It 
really makes the campaigns about the 
issues, as candidates cannot rely on 
hefty donations from Special-Interest 
groups to pay for high-profile TV 
commercials and mass mailings. Each 
candidate’s campaign is tied tightly 
to the public. In addition, politicians 
who are elected don’t have to worry 
about fund-raising once they’re in of-
fice, meaning that they can get down 
to business. Candidates who have run 
these “clean money” campaigns see 
their approval ratings jump.
Public financing isn’t just anoth-
er “only in theory” campaign finance 
solution. It is the solution. It is already 
being implemented in several states. 
Last year, Connecticut passed new 
public financing legislation, and in 
Maine over 70 percent of the state 
government was elected through 
public financing. It can work, it will 
work, it does work. 
—Karl Stark is Kenyon’s coor-
dinator for Democracy Matters, a 
nationwide institution whose goal is 
to implement public financing across 
the country
Dear Editors,
I was deeply disheartened by the responses to your Nov. 2 editorial, “Division Again, Sigh,” in your Nov. 9 
issue. The current Junior Class senator characterized your remarks as “cavalier and sensationalist,” accusing you 
of construing fraternities in a “sinister” light. Sinister? This type of response is all too frequent. If one raises any 
critique of either fraternity behavior or fraternity privilege instead of reasoned discourse one can expect accusa-
tions of bias, hateful stereotyping or even discrimination. 
Let us try to be reasonable. Fraternities do some good things. But they also have a history of problematic 
behaviors at many institutions, including this one. Even Shrochis Karki, while claiming that “Greek life is radically 
different at Kenyon,” still states, “I doubt a non-drinker like me could join a fraternity elsewhere in America.” 
That may or may not be true. But the larger question is not whether Greeks are good or bad. It is whether or not 
they deserve special privileges. 
Mr. Karki and Mysliwiec think that they do. In fact, Mr. Karki would like to extend the privilege of division 
housing to sororities. However, many students—especially women —come to this campus because the Greek 
system is relatively small and does not include an entrenched and privileged sorority system. We should think long 
and hard about the impact expanding division might have on the nature of our student body. I believe that divi-
sion should be abolished, because Greek membership should be an option, not a place of enshrined privilege.
Sincerely,
Vernon Schubel
Religious Studies Professor 
Letter to the Editor
Af ter  sto cking  up on a l l 
required books at the beginning 
of each semester, many students 
are lef t  with money to 
spare in their bookstore 
accounts. Not so for art 
majors. 
Supplies  for studio 
art classes cost up to $300 
per semester—more than 
three times the cost  of 
books for the average non-
art class (see story, page 
2) .  S im i lar ly,  s tudents 
who study music  of ten 
pay up to $400 per semes-
ter for each applied music class, 
although the fee is waived for 
music majors.
These costs add up; during 
their tenure at Kenyon, studio art 
minors pay thousands of dollars 
on materials to complete their 
work. Students who wish to take 
studio art classes or applied music 
lessons just for fun, or to fulfill 
distribution requirements, must 
shell out several hundred dollars 
above what they would pay for 
“regular” classes.
For many Kenyon students, 
the added costs are no big deal. 
But not all Kenyon students hail 
from wealthy families .  Those 
students who receive substantial 
amounts  of  f inancia l  a id  are 
sometimes unable to dredge up 
extra money to spend on expen-
sive course materials.
S t u d e n t s  w i t h o u t  l a r g e 
amounts of disposable income 
are thus easily deterred from en-
rolling in art and applied music 
classes. Others may even be pre-
vented from majoring in art.
While the Student Activities 
Center and individual professors 
can use part of their budgets for 
helping students purchase art 
supplies ,  Kenyon has no per-
manent system for funding art 
supplies. As a result, students can 
easily be excluded from studying 
studio art  and appl ied music 
because of their economic sta-
tus. This discriminatory system 
blocks the development of art-
ists and performers from diverse 
backgrounds.
The College should start in-
corporating the cost of studio art 
and applied music classes into the 
annual budget. Sufficient fund-
ing should be allocated to ensure 
that students pay no more than 
$100 or $150 for art supplies in 
any given course—comparable 
to what other students pay for 
books.
Including art materials in the 
College’s budget would spread 
out the cost and ensure that no 
one would be barred from en-
rolling in classes on account of 
money. Let’s take this small step 
toward making Kenyon a school 
where all students—not just the 
ones with deep pockets—can 
receive a quality education in the 
fields of their choice.
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By Evan McLarEn
Guest Columnist
Kenyon is being asked to excuse 
the crimes of a cuban revolutionary 
so that he may be depicted in a mu-
ral at the Snowden Multicultural 
center. The figure in question is 
che Guevara. The crimes that 
ought to come under scrutiny are 
roughly 600 trials and executions 
that occurred at La cabana Fortress 
in Havana in 1959 under Guevara’s 
command. It was during this time 
that Guevara oversaw the prosecu-
tion of members of the fallen Batista 
government and opponents of Fidel 
castro’s victorious group of com-
munist revolutionaries.
José vilasuso, a lawyer who as-
sisted che at La cabana, recorded 
the method and spirit of what 
passed there for judicial process. ac-
cording to chss.montclair.edu, the 
prosecution’s witnesses, vilasuso 
wrote, “were ardent youth, venge-
ful, utopian, or simply malicious, 
anxious to earn revolutionary hon-
ors.” He remembered overhearing 
officers exclaim, “We must set up 
the show, we must bring real revo-
lutionary witnesses who can shout 
‘Justice! Justice! Firing squad!’ . . 
. This is what moves people.” He 
recalled another officer announcing 
grimly, “We have to get all of these 
heads. all of them.”
vilasuso goes on to describe the 
actual trials, in which habeas corpus 
and due process were vigorously 
ignored so that Guevara could sim-
ply eliminate political opponents. 
“The statements of the investigat-
ing officer,” he said, “constituted 
irrefutable proof of wrongdoing. 
The defense lawyer simply admit-
ted the accusations and requested 
the generosity of the government 
in order to reduce the sentence. . . 
. [Guevara] reprimanded in private 
more than one colleague; in public, 
he chastised us all: ‘Don’t delay 
these trials. This is a revolution, the 
proofs are secondary. We have to 
proceed by conviction. They are a 
gang of criminals and murderers. 
Besides, remember that there is an 
appeals Tribunal.’”
But of course, “This appeals 
Tribunal never decided in favor of 
the appeal. It simply confirmed the 
sentences.”
vilasuso’s account closes with 
a brief picture of the trauma that 
accompanied his station at La ca-
bana. “During those hours the walls 
of that medieval castle received the 
echoes of the rhythmic footstep of 
the squad, the clicking of the rifles, 
the command voices, the resound-
ing of the shots, the sorry howling 
of the dying and the shouting of 
officers and guards upon their final 
shots. The macabre silence when 
everything was consummated.
“In front of the wall, full of 
holes by the bullets, tied to posts, the 
agonizing corpses remained, soaked 
in blood and paralyzed in indescrib-
able positions, spastic hands, pain-
ful expressions of shock, unhinged 
jaws, a hole where an eye used to be 
before. Some of the bodies had the 
skulls destroyed and exposed brains 
due to the last shot.”
This account ought to be 
enough to repulse any humane 
individual from the idea that an 
image of Guevara is worthy of our 
college’s walls. But let’s leave his 
murderous activities aside for a 
moment and ask why it is they are 
being deemed excusable. not every 
past leader enjoys the same degree of 
mercy. John c. calhoun’s powerful 
arguments in support of nullifica-
tion and states’ rights are no longer 
seriously considered because of his 
record of defending the institution 
of slavery. Prescient warnings by seg-
regationists about the permanently 
revolutionary nature of civil rights 
movement politics are viewed as 
morally bankrupt. Why, then, is the 
murder of six hundred people a mat-
ter of less concern in this particular 
instance of historical judgment?
It is not simply that Guevara is 
an inspiring example of resistance to 
oppression and exploitation. If that 
were the case, a much longer and 
more impressive list of anti-authori-
tarian right-wingers would suddenly 
become eligible for veneration.  But 
members of the intellectual right are 
routinely disrespected and vilified 
in academia, and never receive the 
sort of kudos reserved for ardent 
leftists who preach some variety of 
Marxism.
The real utility in depicting 
Guevara fondly lies in romanticiz-
ing left-wing activist politics and 
helping to fortify leftist ideas in the 
face of critical analysis. Such is the 
routine scenario: the progressive-
minded in the student body, faculty, 
and administration who direct cam-
pus discourse habitually relinquish 
commitment to scholarly pursuit 
in favor of a project they consider 
more important: righting perceived 
historical wrongs. In this situation 
consistent standards are abandoned, 
and the strict moral rules used to 
punish the conservative goose are 
not equally applied to the liberal 
gander. a particular figure’s violent 
and occasionally mass-murderous 
crimes are excused to the extent 
that they can be presented as sup-
porting the “correct” social cause. 
anyone who expects higher moral 
and intel lectual  standards on 
today’s college campuses should 




Look around campus. Look at the 
students in your classes, in the library 
and at Middle Ground. What do you 
see? Flourishing college students with 
open minds and wild imaginations. 
What you do not see is the of taking 
of prescription drugs. 
at Kenyon, some students re-
quire various medications to help 
them concentrate, overcome bouts 
of sadness or even make them more 
motivated. all over campus, little 
orange bottles with white tops grace 
the dressers and drawers of Kenyon’s 
student body. Every night, students 
squirm at the sight of that paper or 
the upcoming test. Solution: not red 
Bull, not a Power Bar—no. Many 
students turn to prescription drugs to 
help get them through long days and 
longer nights.
My ca a few weeks ago for-
warded our building an email saying 
  Abuse gives perscription drugs a bad rep 
that the theft of prescription drugs 
was becoming a growing problem in 
various dormitories. The problem of 
addiction at Kenyon is steadily becom-
ing more serious.
The effects of the more popular 
prescription drugs on campus like ad-
derall, ritalin, and numerous antide-
pressants and anti anxiety medications 
can turn a student from a tired kid to 
an energetic and motivated learning 
machine capable of gettin gwork done 
exceptional fast. 
But there is a very serious under-
side to the prescription drug world at 
Kenyon. In many cases, these drugs 
aren’t prescribed to the students, nor 
do the students have a medical need for 
them. Medications are given to people 
based on their brain chemistry. When 
someone is prescribed a medication, it 
is designed to bring their body to ho-
meostasis. not taking the medications 
or just stopping use suddenly throws 
the body completely out of sync. 
“rather than taking one daily as 
prescribed, I save them for nights I’ll 
have a lot of work, and then I’ll take 
two or three at a time,” said one Ken-
yon student. But the effects eventually 
wear off, and the come-down is pain-
ful. Those who take prescription drugs 
recreationally are not only hurting 
themselves, but others in return.  
“When they kick in, I become 
hyper focused but rarely on the things 
I need to focus on, and by the next 
morning I’m usually sick, to the point 
of vomiting, plus I usually get an 
anxiety attack during the night,” said 
another interviewed student.  
Prescription drugs can do won-
ders for those who need them. But 
students who snort them to achieve a 
super-human level of concentration are 
abusing the drugs and giving prescrip-
tion medications a bad reputation. The 
image of abusing prescription drugs is 
not only harmful to the abuser, but also 
to the individual who may need to be 
on this medication. 
Because of drug abusers, students 
who are using prescription medication 
legitimately sometimes come to fear 
addiction. Students who are genuinely 
afraid of taking these drugs have every 
right to be. Without regulation, they 
can do a lot of harm. 
addiction is real.  The fear of ad-
diction is real. It is not just an image 
you see on E! True Hollywood Story. 
The fear of prescription drugs 
comes from the image of their abuse. 
Many students fear becoming a zom-
bie, or becoming dependent on their 
medication to function. They fear they 
will become addicted and not be able 
to function. 
Prescription drugs should be used 
to treat actual medical conditions, 
rather than to help students write a 
paper or two.
Che mural inconsistent 
with Kenyon values
No smoking? No problem
By ErIn ELLInGWooD
Staff Columnist 
Do you smoke? Do you unwind 
at The Grill? Do you do both at the 
same time? If you answered yes to the 
last question, then starting today you’re 
going to have to find a new way to relax 
thanks to the results of ohio’s latest 
election. 
according to the Akron Beacon 
Journal, more than 58% of ohio resi-
dents voted for Issue 5, or the “Smoke 
Free ohio” measure. as stated on the 
Knox county chamber of commerce’s 
website, “The new law prohibits ‘smok-
ing’—which includes inhaling, exhaling, 
burning or carrying any lighted cigar, 
cigarette, pipe or other device—in both 
public places and places of employ-
ment.”
So what does this new law mean for 
Gambier? Fortunately or unfortunately, 
the Grill is the only place on campus that 
will be affected by this new measure, and 
there are obviously mixed feelings. 
Fritz clauson ’07 said, “This isn’t 
a Gambier smoking ban, it’s an ohio 
one. It’s removing personal freedom 
[and] the whole thing is contrary to 
the principles of limited government. If 
somebody wants to go to a smoke-free 
bar, let them vote with their feet.” For 
non-smokers like me, though, this is the 
law we’ve been waiting for. 
Please don’t get me wrong and 
think I hate all people who smoke. I used 
to be a smoker way back in my freshman 
year when I was furiously trying to grab at 
everything and anything college offered 
me. Smoking was relaxing, it warmed me 
up, it was part of a social scene. But since 
then I’ve grown older and, hopefully, a 
little wiser. My feelings are along the lines 
of nate Ewert-Krocker ’07. 
“on the one hand, I feel bad that 
people’s freedom is being limited,” he 
said. “But on the other hand, I agree with 
the sentiment that having a smoking 
section in a public establishment is like 
having a urinating section in a public 
pool. I, like many people, go to the cove 
to get booze, not cancer.”
My grandmother has been smok-
ing a pack a day since she was 16, and 
she’s now 83. Miraculously she has not 
developed lung cancer, but she does have 
lung disease and great difficulty breath-
ing while walking. My sister has been an 
avid smoker for two years now and went 
from one of the most athletic girls I knew 
to barely being able to run the length of 
the driveway without huffing and puff-
ing. These stories all essentially boil down 
to “smoking = very bad for your health.” 
The choice is yours and yours alone. 
yet now with the new smoking 
ban smokers are left with less choice 
while non-smokers are left with more 
freedom. It’s a day of celebration for those 
of us who dreamed of the day we could 
go to the Grill and not return home 
smelling like we’ve been rolling around 
in an ash tray. 
Margaret Willison ’07 said, “I 
think it’s unfortunate for the smokers, 
and probably an invasion of their civil 
rights, but personally, I think it’s going 
to be great to spend the night there and 
not leave with my hair smelling like lung 
cancer.” For the smokers out there, life 
just got a little bit tougher. and though 
I empathize with you, I do not feel 
sympathy. 
yes, smoking is a choice, but sec-
ond-hand smoke is not. Before, there 
was nothing I could do about cigarette 
smoke if a public place did not have a 
partitioned non-smoking section: I just 
had to grin and bear the watery eyes, the 
headache, the cough and the smell. 
Ewert-Krocker ’07 said, “If [smoke] 
didn’t harm me, then I wouldn’t have 
any business telling [smokers] what they 
could or couldn’t do—or where. But it 
does affect the rest of us.” The smoke is 
the biggest reason why I’ve only once 
been to the Grill after 10 p.m. now I’ll 
be going with greater frequency. 
as with all major changes, there 
will be controversy over this issue. no 
doubt there are students at the ready just 
waiting for the ban to go into effect so 
they can start an allstu war. But before 
the mud starts slinging, just remember 
that there are arguments to be made on 
both sides about the infringement on 
civil rights versus the right to personal 
health. 
Through all of this, one fact re-
mains. at the end of the day, you’ll still be 
allowed to light up—just not anywhere 
near me and my lime gimlet.
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Brenna Gallagher ’07 is choreo-
graphing a dance piece which she 
says is “based on an improvisation 
that we did earlier this year at the 
upside down tree. … My dancers and 
I … we played a lot with improvisa-
tion, and so the piece ends with an 
improvisation.” 
Gallagher’s piece is one of the six 
that will be performed in KCDC’s 
annual fall dance concert this week-
end.  
The show contains the comps 
pieces of Gallagher and Emily Mar-
tyn ’07, as well as several pieces 
choreographed by professors and 
other students. 
Gallagher’s piece, Theme and 
Variation in a Minor Key, includes 
the dancing talents of by Patrick 
Shaw ’07, Caroline Vander Haar ’07, 
Liz Zink ’09, Chloe Nisbett ’08 and 
Shaina Cantino ’10.  Gallagher will 
herself be dancing in this piece, with 
her younger brother providing piano 
accompaniment. 
Said Gallagher, “I’m really grate-
ful that my brother can be here. He’s a 
junior in high school and he’s coming 
here to play for us. I’m really excited 
to have a live musician on stage. It 
makes a difference.”
Gallagher has worked with all 
of her dancers in the past and says, “I 
constructed roles for them based on 
what I knew about their dancing.” 
“We use some Russian balances 
that Pat [Shaw] taught us,” she said. 
“The piece starts with balances and 
we work with standing on each other 
 
This past Friday, a dozen or 
so girls took to the floor in Gund 
Ballroom and flaunted pelvic thrusts 
and fancy steps as part of the Dan-
swer’s Co-op’s annual fall show. 
Co-op Director Cait Watkins ’08 
explained that the event was “to 
show what we’ve been working on 
in workshops.” The show was so well 
attended that Director Ben Wright-
Heuman ’08 asked late-comers to 
find seats on the floor. 
The show consisted of four 
student-choreographed and stu-
dent-performed dances.  The first 
was a dance entitled “Baby Boi,” set 
to the tune of “Crazy in Love” by 
Beyonce Knowles. Choreographers 
Anna Anderson ’08 and Elizabeth 
Meyers ’09 cast themselves, as well 
as Katia Heinzman ’09, Rebecca 
Riddell ’09, Shelley Howard ’09 and 
Erin Pienciak ’09, to perform this 
hip-hop-driven piece. The group 
elicited gasps and cat-calls from the 
audience with their hyper-sexual 
shoulder shimmies, gyrations and 
floor humps in tattered, revealing 
white tees. 
The second performance was 
“Trini Kajra Re,” a dance performed 
to RuuD Boy’s remix of “Kajra Re” 
by Bunty Aur Babli.  Hemrajie 
Ramharrack ’09 choreographed and 
Co-op displays eclectic blend of dance styles
KCDC dancers take to the Hill for their fall concert
By LESLIE PARSoNS
A&E Editor
His piece is one of the only pieces 
in which the choreographer is not 
participating.  This is also his first 
choreographed dance for the depart-
ment. 
“It’s all really ambient,” said Ir-
vin of the music to which his dance 
is set. “I actually composed the music 
for my piece. … the music I was going 
to use wasn’t really working for it … so 
I made another piece.” He considers 
the process a “learning experience.”
Alison Beyrle ’09 has been the 
production stage manager for the 
concert.  Though her background is 
in theater, she said she had adjusted 
well to this different type of perfor-
mance.  She is assisted by students in 
Visiting Professor of Drama Hugh 
Lester’s The Lighting Designer 
class.  
Co-director of the concert and 
Associate Professor of Dance Balinda 
Craig-Quijada said “it is always 
very satisfying to see the process of 
senior exercises come to fruition on 
the stage.”
“For the two senior dance ma-
jors, Emily Martyn and Brenna 
Gallagher, the concert will feel like 
a joyous rewarding capstone follow-
ing a semester of rehearsals, revisions 
and problem-solving,” said Craig-
Quijada. “They have each made 
very strong work and have grown as 
choreographers and performers—I 
am proud of both Emily and Brenna 
and look forward to watching their 
work.”
The KCDC Fall Dance Con-
cert will be performed today, Friday 
and Saturday at 8 p.m. in the Hill 
Theater.  
and how the body can be used as a 
structure.” Gallagher said she consid-
ers her piece “light” and “fun.” 
Martyn’s The Muliebrity is 
danced by herself as well as olivia 
Cerf  ‘09, Julia Dale ’07, Sara Hirsch 
’10, Emma Lippincott ’10 and Col-
leen McLellan ’10.  
“My piece explores different 
struggles and roles that women expe-
rience, such as balancing schedules of 
work and home, the mother/daugh-
ter experience, and sexuality,” said 
Martyn.  “I have five dancers that per-
form in six vignettes, which include 
solos, duets and larger group sections. 
The vignettes are accompanied by a 
variety of sound, including text read 
by several women on campus, two 
very different pieces of music and 
silence.”
“My piece is the longest in the 
concert,” said Martyn of her fifteen-
minute long piece. “My longest piece 
before this was about eight minutes, 
so I was suddenly working on twice 
the material in the same amount of 
time, so we had to stay really focused.” 
She said, “at least a dozen women 
have put something into my piece, 
which has been such a fulfilling and 
exciting experience.”
Andrew Irvin ’08’s piece, Ober-
heim’s Ghost, features Nicole Green 
’10, Alicia LaPalombara ’10, Sarah 
Lewin ’09, and Carolyn Lewis ’07. 
Tristan Potter
Dancers practice for their performance in Annie Guest’s As You Understand. 
performed the dance. Wearing blue 
jeans with shalwar top, Ramharrack’s 
attire reflected her dance that fused 
hip-hop with traditional Indian 
dance. She syncopated traditional 
hand gestures and hip shakes with 
the crip walk and crunk dance, much 
to the delight of the audience. 
The choreography of Watkins 
brought the third dance to the 
ballroom floor. It was a contem-
porary ballet piece called “one 
Drink Move,” performed to the 
song “Groove is in the Heart” by 
Deee-Lite.  She took to the floor 
with Cori Hirai ’07 and Emma 
Wampler ’09.  The dance featured 
sharp choreography, as well as a few 
tongue-in-cheek dance moves that 
made the crowd smile.  
The final dance was “Hips 
Don’t Lie,” a belly dance piece cho-
reographed by Heinzman to the 
songs “Chiftitelli” from Lawrence 
of Arabia and “Eyes Like yours” by 
Shakira.  She performed with Ander-
son and Meyers, who often dropped 
behind to feature Heinzman.  They 
donned low-slung patterned skirts 
and bell belts that accentuated their 
movements.  Their experiment in 
mixing traditional music and mod-
ern music paid off well as the crowd 
was engaged with the dance.  
The Danswer’s Co-op was 
very excited to share the news that 
their production in the spring will 
be performed in the Hill Theater, a 
first for this group.  
Julia Wessel




The Cornerstones will 
be performing in Brandi 
Recital Hall on Dec. 8 at 
8 p.m.
Social Board will be 
host a “Dive-In Movie” 
and showing “The Life 
Aquatic “ at the KAC 
pool on Dec. 9 at 9 p.m. 
Floating chairs and rafts 
will be provided.  
The Kenyon College 
Flute Choir will be per-
forming on Dec. 10 at 
2 p.m. in Brandi Recital 
Hall.  
The Kenyon College 
String Ensemble will be 
performing on Dec. 10 
at 7:30 p.m. in Brandi 
Recital Hall.
The Kenyon College 
Jazz Ensemble will be per-
forming on Dec. 12 at 
7 p.m. in Brandi Recital 
Hall.  




Friday, Dec. 8; 7:30 p.m.
KAC theater
monty Python alumnus terry 
Gilliam directs Brazil, a wildly in-
ventive pastiche of comedy, drama 
and sci-fi. taking place in an or-
wellian future where everything 
is bureaucratized, and the popu-
lation is totally under the control 
and surveillance of the state. sam 
Lowry ( Jonathan Pryce) is a 
stressed, mid-level bureaucrat who 
dreams of somehow escaping the 
monotony of this dystopia. one 
day, he notices an administrative 
error that caused the innocent 
harry Buttle to be arrested instead 
of the real criminal, illegal heating 
repairman harry tuttle (Robert 
De niro). When Lowry tries to 
correct this error, he finds himself 
labeled a terrorist and on the run 
from the law.
Brazil may sound like a run-
of-the-mill future film, but Gilliam 
(12 Monkeys) ultimately makes it 
much more than that. along with 
co-writers tom stoppard (Empire 
of the Sun) and Charles mcKeown, 
he has fashioned a movie that cov-
ers some pretty well-worn terrain 
in an exciting and utterly unique 
way. Released in 1985—after Gil-
liam fought a lengthy battle with 
the studio, which didn’t “get it”—
Brazil has been hugely influential 
on a generation of science fiction 
films which followed it.
The cast, which also includes 
ian holm, Jim Broadbent, Bob 
hoskins and Gilliam’s former 
monty Python cohort michael 
Palin, is very good. De niro de-
serves special mention for what 
is surely one of the funniest, most 
entertaining performances of his 
illustrious career. of course, Brazil 
is most essentially terry Gilliam’s 
show, and he comes through 
with his typical blend of humor, 
social commentary and all-around 
weirdness, which no other direc-
tor has ever quite equaled. he’s 
an expert with this kind of barely 
controlled madness, and Brazil 
finds him at the top of his game, 
making for a film experience like 
no other.
Final Surprise Movie!
Saturday, Dec. 9; 7:30 p.m.
KAC theater
as the title suggests, this 
movie is a surprise, so we can’t 
tell you too much about it. We 
can tell you that you will enjoy 
it. it might be related to Friday’s 
movie, but it doesn’t have to be. 
Watch for more hints on saturday. 
For now, all we’ll say is that it’s a 
classic of sorts (for a certain group 
of people anyway) and that it in-




the art show “Unaccompa-
nied minors” contains the presen-
tations of three Kenyon art minors, 
displaying their work at the horn 
Gallery.  The first three students 
exhibit their 
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m a n  m a y 
Judge himself,” is a collection of 
oil paintings.  she credits Francis 
Bacon as an influence on her 
moody, dark and detailed hang-
ings.  Quotes from thinkers such 
as shakespeare, sophocles and ni-
etzsche adorn the torsos of women 
floating in strange voids and gigan-
tic skulls float on skylines.  Phre-
nology is referenced (and recreated 
with colorful diagrams on human 
heads) to make a compelling and 
chilling series.  With titles like 
“sanguine” and “Choleric,” the 
paintings make a frightening state-
ment about the body.
Boyer’s installation, “Logic of 
the illogical: Capturing the Collec-
tion” is a warmer and equally en-
gaging series based on collections. 
it is a survey of five different peo-
ples’ collections and photographs 
of those people with their collec-
tions.  Brief biographical snippets 
explain their connections to the 
collections, with English Professor 
sarah Blick’s deep connection to 
artistic artifacts that either “she, 
her father Boris, or her husband has 
collected” being rooted in her life 
before “graduate work in medieval 
art.”  others, such as nat Pond ’08 
collect ties because of a James Bond 
infatuation.
the third piece in the set, 
ashley Kriwinsky’s “Following in 
the Past’s Footsteps Unconscious,” 
is a surreal series of naked women’s 
torsos.  sculptures of clear polyes-
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s e n c e s ” 
of anony-
m o u s 
w o m e n 
remove d 
from their 
b o d i e s 
and then 
p u t  o n 
display ex-
emplifies 
the  Kri -
w i ns ky ’s 
capability 
as an artist.  These “women” are 
separated from any perception 
of their live bodies but united as 
one display to make a staggering 
statement.  
as Kriwinky explains it, “The 
woman’s soul is the true beauty that 
society tends to skim over.”  The 
sculptures are unsettling, but also 
oddly calming.  Being this sepa-
rated from the organic reconnects 
them to the human.




With a twisted smile on his 
face, Kenyon Community Choir 
and Kenyon College Chamber 
singers Conductor Benjamin Locke 
turned toward his audience just 
moments before the conclusion of 
his holiday concert Dec. 2 at Rosse 
hall. “Wish us luck,” he said as his 
two choirs began to assemble on 
stage for the grand finale of the 
concert. once the singing groups 
were properly arranged, however, it 
became obvious that Locke was in 
no need of such wishful thinking. 
Both the choirs ultimately com-
bined to perform “Vela! asambeni 
siyekhaya!” a Zulu protest song, 
with an ease that had undoubtedly 
characterized the entire night.   
the concert was a success, 
not only because of the solid sing-
ing but because Locke created an 
atmosphere in which solemnity 
and humor were woven together to 
compose a concert evocative of the 
holiday season. Juxtaposing pieces 
both upbeat and subdued; cheerful 
and maudlin; and explicit and re-
flective, Locke chose compositions 
from varying origins sung in differ-
ent languages, integrating cultures 
and traditions to provoke a curiosity 
that kept the audience engaged. 
the Community Choir, a 
group comprised of both students 
and Gambier residents, began the 
night with “From the End of the 
Earth, op. 187.” With adjunct 
instructor of Piano Patricia Pelfrey 
as his accompanist, guest student 
conductor stephen Dowling ’08 
emphasized the beautiful and al-
most haunting contrast between 
his sopranos and altos. Locke then 
re-established his position as head 
conductor, guiding the Community 
Choir through its nine-song set. 
although the pieces that origi-
nated from other cultures were 
noteworthy, the choir performed 
best when they sang american 
folksongs. “Black is the Color of 
my true Love’s hair,” for example, 
included the pleasant addition of 
a clarinetist, associate Professor 
of mathematics Bob milnikel, as 
well as soloist Duane Barber. The 
highlight of the night, though, was 
undoubtedly “all Good things,” 
throughout which members jok-
ingly sneezed, tripped, dropped 
their sheet music and even fell off 
the stage. 
after a short intermission, the 
Chamber singers marched up to 
the stage, enthusiastically swinging 
their arms and chanting “sangena,” 
a traditional Zulu processional. Per-
haps because the Chamber singers 
is a selective choir, its singers were 
more in unison than those of the 
Community Choir when perform-
ing more nontraditional songs of 
foreign languages. The French lan-
guage piece, “Le mensonge,” which 
translates as “the Lie,” sounded 
intricately cohesive, especially with 
Elliot Forhan, whose solo added 
depth and an almost jazzy tone to 
the already bubbly song. Ending 
with “Valiant-for-truth,” a piece 
by John Bunyan from The Pilgrim’s 
Progress, the Chamber singers filled 
the concert hall with their saturated 
voices, asserting their strength as 
performers. 
While the night should be 
considered an accomplishment for 
both Locke and the two choirs, the 
concert had its weaknesses as well. 
Pieces such as “himne,” which is a 
Liturgical hymn and was sung by the 
Community Choir, and “Prelude 
for Voices,” by Thomas Wolfe from 
Look Homeward, Angel, sung by the 
Chamber singers, disturbed with 
their cultish ritual chanting. Re-
gardless of these failures, however, 
the concert was an intimate show-
case of the talent that can be found 
not only in Gambier, but even in the 
confines of Kenyon’s campus. 




ashley Kriwinksy ’07’s “Following in the Past’s Footsteps Unconscious” hangs in horn.
One-act plays 
performed in Horn
“i think that one-acts are the heart and soul of theater,” 
said Russell sherman ’07, who played Lucky in the first act of 
Waiting for Godot at a one-act festival at the horn Gallery last 
saturday.  
Plays performed included The Appollo of Bellac (directed 
by abe shriner ’08 and Liesel schmidt ’08), The Post Office 
(directed by William Cirocco ’10), Variations on the Death of 
Trotsky (directed by Ken Worrall ’09), Waiting for Godot, act 
i (directed by Charlie Djordjevic ’07), The Man Who Couldn’t 
Dance (directed by Clara Elser’ 08), and Sister Mary Ignatius 
Explains It All For You (directed by Dan takacs ’09).  
the show was produced by Kate Culliton ’08 and stage 
managed by alison Beyrle ’09. 
“[one-acts are] performance stripped down in everything : 
props, set, even time, to lay bare instead just the actors on the 
stage,” said sherman. “and so doing a one-act festival is incred-
ibly exhilarating, because you know that your performance isn’t 
going to be held up by the set or the costume, or even by the 
rest of the show. your one act is all you have.”
     —Leslie Parsons
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MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION PROGRAM
Ranked #10, Best Graduate Schools of Education,
U.S. News and World Report
One year program option in
 Elementary Teaching  Secondary Teaching 
 Advanced Teaching 
 Higher Education Administration and Policy 
Early Admission Deadline Fall 2007
January 5, 2007
Monthly Information Sessions and
Thursday Morning Drop-Ins Available
Call or Email with questions: (847) 467-1458
msedprog@mail.sesp.northwestern.edu
Visit our website at
www.sesp.northwestern.edu/msed
Theater class takes on Mozart
Katie Furlett
 Chris Audain ’08, as Don Giovanni, shows his disapproval of the wedding between Caleb Ruopp ’09,as 
Masetto, and Kaitlyn Myers ’10, as Zerlina. The Musical Theater/Opera Workshop course, run by Adjunct Instructor of 
Voice Dr. Nancy Jantsch, Adjunct Instructor of Voice Rick Williams and Adjunct Instructor of Music Magic McBride, 
will be presenting Mozart’s Opera Scenes in Rosse Hall at 8 p.m. Saturday.  
  “In the Mozart opera scenes I don’t have as big a part, but I still love hanging out with the people in it,” said 
Alex Carrol ’10. “We have some amazing talent.”
 “My classmates are really great people—most of them are music majors and minors and are very talented,” 
said Leah Rogers ’09. “I personally picked up the class for pleasure; I’m neither a music major or minor—I’m more of a 
music appreciator.”
 “Dr J, Rick, and Magic treat us like professionals, which is key for those who will be spending a large part of 
their lives auditioning and performing,” said Rogers. “They are also very helpful; they don’t baby us but they aren’t cold, 
either.” 
 Next semester, The Musical Theater/Opera Workshop will be performing the musical “Into the Woods.”
       —Leslie Parsons
“There’s no real reason why we’re 
staging this show—we just decided 
to do it,” said Steve Dowling ’08, the 
musical director for The Last Five Years, 
an independently-run student musical. 
“We’re not backed by an academic de-
partment, it’s not for a thesis. It’s being 
done out of pure passion for theater, for 
music, for performance.”
The musical, written by Jason 
Robert Brown and directed by Craig 
Getting ’08, tells the story of Jamie and 
Cathy, a man and woman who have had 
a loving yet difficult relationship.  
For Getting and most of the crew, 
this production has long been in the 
making.  He said he started thinking 
about the show last January and chose 
The Last Five Years because he was 
“comfortable with [his] familiarity 
with the show.” Planning took place 
over the summer via e-mails and casting 
started in September.  
“[The musical] is the story of two 
ambitious young lovers,” says Jessie 
Radowitz ’09, who plays Cathy. “The 
music is intricately crafted to tell the 
love story in an original way. Cathy is 
stuck always working backward, arriv-
ing too late for auditions, missing cues, 
looking back on past relationships, 
giving her reason to tell the story from 
end to beginning. Jamie, however, is 
always moving forward, either too fast 
or fast enough to let Cathy slip bye. The 
typical love story has been rewritten in 
a way that brings new life to the same 
heartbreaking scenario of so many 
people’s first loves.”
The musical deals with several 
heavy issues that are commonly faced, 
By LeSLIe PARSONS
A&E Editor
could handle the challenges of the 
score,” said Dowling. “They also had to 
be people that would be fun to spend a 
lot of time in cramped quarters with.”
“This is music that would chal-
lenge professionals, both for the band 
and the actors,” said Dowling. “There 
are some sections that call for real 
virtuoso performance, so we’ve had 
to work hard to make sure that it not 
only sounds good, but sounds effort-
less as well.”
“The show is going to be different 
every night, and the music has to be 
able to respond to that,” said Dowling 
of the choice to use live music instead 
of a prerecorded score. “The sheer 
energy that a live band creates can’t be 
replaced by computers.”
Getting considered it “kind of a 
shock to see how loud [the musicians] 
are” in the tight quarters of the Black 
Box Theater, which has led to attempts 
to “make the pit quiet without losing 
the music” and moving the actors closer 
to the audience.  
All involved are very excited for 
their ambitious undertaking to go 
in front of an audience tonight.  “An 
audience’s response is the most reward-
ing thing about working on any show,” 
said Rosenberg, “and I hope they’re 
very moved by what we’ve tried to 
do here.”
The Last Five years will be per-
formed today, Friday and Saturday at 
8 p.m. in the Black Box Theater.  
yet rarely talked about, in intimate 
relationships.  “I think the audience is 
going to be surprised at what they’re 
seeing ,” said Dowling. “The show 
deals with mature, adult themes and 
doesn’t dumb them down. It treats the 
audience like adults, which is rare in 
musical theater.” 
“It’s heartbreaking, really,” said 
Production Stage Manager Suzannah 
Rosenberg ’08.  “I’m regularly moved 
to tears by it, and I’ve heard it at least 
a hundred times.”
The play presents an interesting 
challenge for the actors.  Jamie, played 
by Nick Petricca ’09, looks back on the 
relationship from its beginning and 
tells the story.  Cathy, however, does 
the opposite. Says Radowitz, “Because 
Cathy is telling her story backwards I 
find it hardest to get my head in the 
right place before stepping on stage 
for each song.” Said Getting, “[The 
audience] could get confused, which 
is the conceit of the show.” 
The difficulties go past the is-
sue of narration. Rosenberg spoke 
of the challenges that came with her 
position.  “Since we weren’t going 
through KCDC to put this show on, 
there were a lot of 
factors, like buying 
rights and reserving 
a space, that I had 
never had to think 
about before.”  
Getting was adamant about not 
using stage hands in the show so that 
the “characters make the sets them-
selves. …  They set up the world they 
live in.”  
Dowling has organized a five-
piece ensemble that performs the full 
score of the musical from an orchestra 
pit that sits behind the stage. Dowling 
had the task of selecting the musicians 
who would make up his ensemble. “I 
asked very specific players who I knew 
Lily Moore-Coll
Nick Petricca ’09 and Jessie Radowitz ’09 share a moment together on stage as Jamie and Cathy in The Last Five Years.
Independent production challenges narrative conventions
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Franklin Miller, 94, pursues science and social justice
By Charlotte nugent
Editor-in-Chief
When we met in his blue 
Wiggin Street house in early 
november, I found that getting 
a straight story from Professor of 
Physics emeritus Franklin Mill-
er, Jr.—textbook author, viola 
player, social activist, faithful 
attendee of Kenyon events and 
at 94 perhaps gambier’s oldest 
resident—is almost impossible. 
among towering stacks of 
books and papers in his com-
bined first-floor sitting room 
and bedroom, Miller waved a 
small inscribed book printed in a 
strange alphabet that turned out 
to be Sanskrit: “look at the in-
scription. It’s from some Indian, 
I can’t remember who that guy is, 
but it’s for me.” 
on learning languages: “I 
took three languages at Swarth-
more”—Miller is class of ’33—
“French, german and greek, 
back to back, the same semester, 
same time. I loved it. I don’t 
speak any of those languages.”
on genealog y, his hobby: 
“everyone thinks I’m related to 
everybody in gambier, but that’s 
not true, only to six people.” 
Such paradoxes peppered 
Miller’s speech as he related in 
rich and immediate detail events 
from all parts of his nearly centu-
ry-long life. Sifting through tales, 
Miller’s and others, as complex as 
his genealogical research, I man-
aged to learn a few basic facts: 
Miller was born in St. louis, 
Missouri in 1912 and attended 
Swarthmore College, where he 
majored in math and minored in 
physics. “My father was a lawyer, 
my grandfather was a lawyer, 
my great-great grandfather was 
a lawyer, my great-great-great 
grandfather was a lawyer,” Miller 
said. “But I broke the chain and 
became a scientist.” 
according to a 1982 profile 
written by Professor emeritus 
of Physics tom greenslade, Jr., 
for the periodical The Physics 
Teacher, Miller completed two 
Ph.D dissertations at the uni-
versity of Chicago in 1937 and 
married libuse (ly-ByooSe) 
lukas, a Chicago undergraduate 
physics major, one of Miller’s stu-
dents and, greenslade told me, 
the daughter of an “anti-clerical” 
hungarian sculptor who “named 
his daughters after operas. libuse 
was the historic queen of Bohe-
mia, the sister of aida.” 
the young couple moved to 
new Jersey so Miller could teach 
at rutgers university, where they 
remained until Miller took a job 
at Kenyon in 1948. the Millers 
became Quakers at rutgers and 
Miller has been a lifelong paci-
fist, registering as a conscientious 
objector during World War II 
and refusing an offer to work on 
a university of Chicago research 
team that was helping to build 
the atomic bomb. 
“[When] I was a physics 
graduate student, one of my 
professors was named [george 
Paget] thomson,” Miller said. 
“he was about 15 years older 
than I was, and he had won a 
nobel Prize.” While visiting 
Chicago in 1943, Miller went to 
see thomson in his lab. 
“two armed guards met me 
in the elevator,” he said. “they 
stood by while thomson clapped 
me on the shoulder and said 
‘Franklin, old friend, we need 
someone like you to work on a 
very important project.’” Miller 
shook his head. “I knew it was 
a war project, so I said ‘oh, too 
bad, I’ve got a commitment to 
teach at rutgers.’ But I could 
break that, and he knew it, and 
I knew that he knew, and he 
knew that I knew that he knew 
… but later on I found that that 
was the place where plutonium 
was discovered and where they 
were making quantities of it for 
a bomb. My friend thomson was 
the head beagle.”
the united States’ use of 
the atomic bomb in Japan during 
World War II inspired Miller in 
1949 to co-found, with Colum-
bia university engineer Victor 
Paschkis, the Society for So -
cial responsibility in Science 
(SSrS). at its height, Miller said, 
the group had 200 members, in-
cluding physicists linus Pauling 
and albert einstein.
“So—did you know ein-
stein?” I ventured. 
“I’ll tell you the story,” Mill-
er said.
twenty minutes later, after 
relating events at the university 
of Chicago and describing the 
use of a mimeograph machine 
during his tenure as the editor 
of the SSrS newsletter (“Zip! 
Crank!”), Miller returned to 
einstein. In early 1955, the SSrS 
was “thinking of holding a march 
in new york City, but we had 
heard that [British philosopher] 
Bertrand russell was doing the 
same thing,” he said. Miller and 
Paschkis “made a date to call 
on albert einstein, our most 
distinguished member, to decide 
about our demonstration. he 
invited us to come and visit him 
in his home [in Princeton, new 
Jersey]. … We went to einstein’s 
home and upstairs to his study, 
just the three of us, and we talked 
for an hour about the demonstra-
tion. einstein’s advice was to let 
russell do his thing. … We didn’t 
know it, but he was on his last.” 
Soon after, Miller said, rus-
sell and einstein co-wrote the 
russell-einstein Manifesto. ac-
cording to pug wash.org ,  an 
advocacy group, this manifesto 
urged scientists to protest and 
encourage the responsible use of 
scientific knowledge. “I’m pretty 
sure it was our visit that triggered 
him to take part in that,” Miller 
said. “three weeks after that, he 
died,” in april 1955.
In the 1960s, Miller turned 
his attention to pedagogy, writ-
ing a popular introductory phys-
ics textbook and creating a series 
of short films for physics teachers 
to use as teaching aids. “It’s out 
of print now, but it went through 
six editions,” Miller said of the 
textbook, College Physics, which 
he said at one time was used in 
22 percent of introductory col-
lege physics courses nationwide. 
“ When it came time for the 
seventh edition … I didn’t like 
all the gadgets and the gimmicks; 
physics textbooks became more 
flamboyant than I wanted, so my 
book dropped off in sales.”
Miller’s short films, each 
demonstrating a principle of 
physics, were revolutionary in 
a profession where setting up 
cumbersome demonstrations 
took much of an instructor’s 
time. In 1970, Miller won the 
robert a. Millikan award, given 
to “teachers who have made no-
table and creative contributions 
to the teaching of physics,” for 
his essay entitled “a long look 
at the Short Film.”
Miller is remembered as an 
excellent teacher with a distinc-
tive style of problem-solving. “I 
stole from him, I stole constant-
ly,” greenslade, who still lives in 
gambier, told me. once, when 
greenslade asked Miller for help 
with a teaching concept, “he says 
‘Don’t tell me—let me figure this 
out from scratch.’ he’d get out 
his favorite mechanical pencil 
and paper and he’d work it out 
from scratch. … he’d sit in this 
position”—greenslade leaned 
back and furrowed his brow—
“with his fingers steepled, and 
analyze it.” 
Miller ’s  geolog y and as-
tronomy courses for non-phys-
ics majors, affectionately called 
“rocks” and “Stars” by students, 
made extensive reference to 
non-scientific disciplines. “We’re 
shortchanging a student if he or 
she doesn’t get access to all of the 
different modes of thinking that 
humans are blessed with,” Miller 
said. “that’s why we aren’t apes. 
… the tradition here is to be lib-
erally educated in all the fields of 
knowledge. that’s the goal most 
of us have. We don’t last very long 
if we don’t.”
yet Miller also saw Kenyon’s 
liberal education fail. In the 
1960s, “I was the faculty advisor 
for Students for a Democratic 
Society. they got taken over 
by the violent, radical Commu-
nists”—the Weathermen, a vio-
lent student protest group. “My 
wife and I knew very well one guy 
named terry robbins.”
 according to lib.berkeley.
edu and the Kenyon web site, 
robbins attended Kenyon for 
two years before dropping out in 
1966 to work with the Weather-
men full-time. he was killed in 
a high-profile 1970 explosion 
in new york City’s greenwich 
Village as the group tried to con-
struct a bomb to be used against 
the government. 
“his body was never found; 
it was blown to bits,” Miller said. 
“We often think, did Kenyon fail 
him somehow? Why didn’t our 
liberal education keep him from 
making this disastrous change in 
his thinking, in his life?”
after retiring from teaching 
in 1981, Miller continued to play 
viola in the string quartet he and 
libuse (who died in 1974) began 
after they moved to gambier. 
“after I was married, my wife and 
I took up string instruments,” he 
said. the group is low-pressure, 
Miller said. “I’m strictly an ama-
teur, but I win because I have all 
the music,” he joked. the group 
has no name. “We never play in 
public, that’s the point; we never 
rehearse, we never practice,” he 
said. “We just read the music for 
relaxation.”
Miller’s 59 years at Kenyon 
have given him a long perspective 
on a changing campus. “I have a 
vague feeling that the College 
is getting too big ,” he said. “I 
think there’s a temptation to 
take in more students, which 
is the worst way to go.” at the 
same time, “I think the range of 
studies offered has improved. 
… there are courses I wouldn’t 
know how to teach! When I 
came here, there were only three 
particles known—now there are 
hundreds.”
“how he managed to do all 
those separate things amazes me,” 
said Miller’s longtime friend and 
Professor of Classics emeritus 
Bill McCulloh. “he has probably 
the single most active, inquiring 
mind that I have been privileged 
to know.”
Miller ’s  chief interest is 
genealogy, and he has published 
thre e books conta ining the 
names of his relatives. “here’s 
one of them—there’s 11,000 
cousins in that book,” he said. 
“I found that I had four differ-
ent blood relatives living here 
in gambier.” after writing to 
a distant texan relative, “they 
wrote back and this woman said 
‘I have a nephew, and he teaches 
at one of the universities in your 
city!’ Miller laughed. “one of 
the universities! It was [Profes-
sor of art] Barry gunderson. I 
walked up to Barry and said ‘hi, 
cousin!’”
he paused. “Very strange. I 
love it—whatever. anyway, that’s 
my hobby. I don’t do it in a really 
good professional way. I like to 
correspond.” 
Miller gathers his informa-
tion through phone calls and 
letters, the discovery of his past 
sustaining him in the present. 
“See that brown notebook on 
your right? those are my Miller 
ancestors and I’m getting ready 
to publish that,” he said. he 
smiled with anticipation. “Sec-
ond cousins, I know who they 
are; for my third cousins and 
fourth cousins, I’m getting ready 
to turn on the heat!”
http://physics.kenyon.edu/astro/hstfac.htm
Professor of Physics emeritus Franklin Miller (center), with associate Provost Paula turner and former Kenyon President Philip Jordan.
The 94-year-old ‘amateur’
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The UlTimaTe
www.krazydad.com
every seqUence of cells in eiTher a row or a 
colUmn is called a ‘rUn.’ There is a nUmber aT 
The Top of each verTical rUn and To The lefT 
of each horizonTal rUn.
in The image above, yoU can see, for insTance, 
a ‘5’ in The second cell on The Top row. This 
means simply ThaT The sUm of The Two cells 
UnderneaTh iT is 5.
yoU can only Use a nUmber once in each rUn. 
Therefore if yoU need To make ‘6’ from Two 
nUmbers, yoU cannoT Use ‘3’ Twice, bUT mUsT 
raTher Use 1 and 5 or 4 and 2. yoU may only 
Use The nUmbers 1 To 9.
KaKuro
1. “rcsvrl-Xdqe psseU mv h ihUs. rcsvrl-Xdqe zdqeU 
mv h Thl. idmvimTsvis? m rzmvg vdr.”
 --adqn   vscfdv, ’49
2. “nhi nvl nU Unalo bwiaXqbh wih fibaJ fnwih’J 
qmnldXhT. fi’pi dbg wnai ldbh Unalo zaiJXgihlJ. 
nhi nU ldiJi TvoJ dbJ ciih gbhqXT banvhg ldi npbm 
nUUXqi Xh b zanw gaiJJ.”
 --bmmXJnh sbhhio, ’82
3. “v qhbgrc’w aXvw khp JbqqiJJ, Jh v aicw XliXr 
avwlhbw vw.”
 --ThcXwlXc avcwipJ, ’50
4. “Jk JX kvn cnXJen zh kvn rzzc qnzqan zh kvn 
bvzan szplkem kvgk XnskJzlgaJXy gX g hgskze Jl 
zpe qzaJkJsX Xvzpac cJXgqqnge.”
 --epkvnhzec d. vgmnX, 1842
5. “XayXca dUy lag Jyogeclns ehypg 
sUncwUyyw daqa yhznypocb Jazaq 
sUncwqaJ.”
  --hncc deggaqoyJ, ’80
6. “T’e mTqs vfsfn… fmz ak’ck dpyg rTbTm’ 
gXk zckfe.”
 --mTqs vfsfn, ’81
7. “Uy fpsy p npipqzy gk $. 32 aq hfT npqX… Ufazf JpXyw 
Tw kgTm-pqr-p-fpik hmaiiagq rgiipmw mazfym hfpq 
hfy kyrympi egsymqJyqh.”
 --vaJ ngmeJpq, ’76
8. “e’w kld hvwy. e cvid rmaz m qlwwmkh lU 
drlglvfroJ vizozii ekUlgwmdelk.”
 --weoo Xmddzgilk, ’80
9. “vJ fJckJf vgf ilchq mJfh yvr fJckJf vgf drzwhcq 
mJfh.”
 --czhvJXrce m. vlqJf, 1842
10. nhq dkqy fzfaksqkzf, qym qecv kc pmJw 
cqJekoyqazideJr: rz qym JmcmJsy, qmii qym cqzJw.
 --iehJe ykiimfnJefr, ’89
In a Crypto-quote, each letter stands for a different letter. For example,
A X Y D L B A A X R  is  L O N G F E L L O W 
A is used for the three L’s, X for the O’s, etc. Single letters, apostrophes, the length and 
formation of the words are all hints. In each quote the code letters are different.
Crypto-Quotes
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Easy Hard
Layout by Mara aLperin
http://www.monterosa.co.uk/sudoku
Sudoku
The objective of Sudoku is to fill all the blank squares on the grid with the correct numbers. There is no addition or multiplication involved. 
There are three constraints to follow:
 Every row of 9 numbers must include all digits 1 through 9 in any order.
 Every column of 9 numbers must include all digits 1 through 9 in any order.
 Every 3 x 3 subsection of the 9 x 9 square must include all digits 1 through 9.
Procrastination PagE
Each sEntEncE rEfErs to a popular christmas carol.for ExamplE, soundlEss 
nocturnal PEriod would bE silEnt nigHt
1. MovE HitHEr tHE EntirE assEMbly of tHosE WHo arE loyal in tHEir bEliEf
2. EMbEllisH intErior PassagEWays
3. first PErson singular ExPEriEncing an Hallucinatory PHEnoMEnon of a natal cElEbration dEvoid of color.
4. MajEstic triPlEt rEfErrEd to in tHE first PErson Plural
5. oMniPotEnt suPrEME bEing Elicit rEsPitE to Ecstatic distinguisHEd MalEs.
6. caribou WitH vErMillion olfactory aPPEndagE
7. alloW crystallinE forMations to dEscEnd
8. jovial yulEtidE dEsirEd for tHE sEcond PErson singular or Plural by tHE first PErson Plural.
9. biPEdal travEling tHrougH an aMazing acrEagE during tHE PEriod bEtWEEn dEcEMbEr 21st and MarcH 21st in tHE nortHErn 
HEMisPHErE
10. ExclaMatory rEMark concErning a diMinutivE MuniciPality in judEa soutHWEst of jErusalEM
ChriStmaS Carol Challenge
http://www.homeschoolchristian.com
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By BoB Dignazio
Staff Reporter
The Kenyon Lords basketball 
team entered Saturday’s conference-
opener against allegheny College at a 
crossroads. Despite winning their first 
two games, the Lords had lost three of 
their last four, including a frustrating 
loss to Division i Eastern Kentucky 
University after leading by 13 points 
at halftime. The 3-3 Lords were deter-
mined to climb above .500 and start 
their conference schedule at the top of 
the standings.
Though allegheny was picked to 
finish above the Lords in the nCaC 
standings, they found themselves in a 
similar situation, as they entered the 
game with a record of 2-2. The gators 
jumped out to a 7-2 lead five minutes 
into the game and held the lead for the 
majority of the first half. However, the 
scrappy Lords refused to let allegheny 
pull away and clawed within one point 
at halftime.
The focused Lords carried the 
momentum into the second half, 
Lords pull ahead of 
Allegheny in thriller
dominating the first 10 minutes of the 
half and taking a 48-36 lead. However, 
allegheny adjusted to the Kenyon of-
fense and tied the game 59-59 with 46 
seconds left in regulation.
Following a Kenyon time-out, the 
Lords took the court determined to win 
the game in the next minute. after a 
long possession, sophomore guard Dave 
Jolson drove the left baseline and sunk 
the game-winning shot with just over 10 
seconds left. after a three point attempt 
by allegheny fell short at the buzzer, the 
Lords found themselves on the winning 
end of a 61-59 score.
Kenyon first-year Dave Knapke 
had 15 rebounds in 26 minutes, while 
sophomore Korey Haddox led the 
Lords with 11 points. Jolson had nine 
points and sophomore Bryan yelv-
ington chipped in with eight points. 
Junior Josh Klinger led the team with 
four assists.
after two road games against 
Case Western Reserve University and 
Earlham College, the Lords return to 
the KaC on Monday to play grove 
City College at 7 p.m.
By Donovan oRTEga
Staff Reporter
Two weeks ago, as the larger por-
tion of Kenyon’s population left gambier 
to eat turkey with their families, the 
Ladies of Kenyon basketball remained 
on the hill. 
over the break, the Ladies battled 
in the Capital University Classic, during 
which they faced off with the University 
of Rio grande for their first contest of the 
2007 season. The Ladies drew the score 
as close as 70-69 off junior alisha More-
no’s three-pointer with two minutes to 
go in the second half, but the Redwomen 
scored the last five points, and the game 
ended with Ladies falling 75-69. 
The Ladies followed up the tough 
loss with another heartbreaking defeat at 
the hands of Capital University to begin 
the 2007 campaign 0-2. it is the first time 
the Ladies have started their season with 
two losses since the 1997-1998 season. 
To the Ladies’ credit, Rio grande went 
on to win the Capital Classic, beating 
Transylvania University in the champi-
onship game, and Capital University is 
the defending champion of the ohio 
athletic Conference. 
The Ladies endured yet another set-
back when they played ohio northern 
University only a few days later. With the 
contest deadlocked 49-49 at the end of 
regulation, the Ladies found themselves 
in another match that they could not 
close out. The lead was Kenyon’s with 
only three minutes to play, thanks to 
junior Britney Clair’s three-pointer and 
a dunk by junior anne Dugan, but the 
Polar Bears had ice in their veins, and 
went on an 8-0 scoring run to finish the 
ball game victorious. 
after the disappointing begin-
ning to the 2007 season, the Ladies 
badly needed a win, and got one as they 
matched up with the Fighting Muskies of 
Muskingum College. in that contest, the 
Ladies saw themselves down by as many 
as 14 points in the first half, but rallied 
with the help of a 20-5 scoring run to 
begin the second half of play. 
Despite the Ladies’ valiant effort 
in the second half, they still found them-
selves down 71-69 with 37 seconds left 
in the game, as a Fighting Muskie shot 
found the bottom of the net. However, 
on the ensuing Kenyon possession, Clair 
calmly found Moreno in the corner., who 
delivered her fourth three-pointer of the 
game to put the Ladies up by one point. 
Stout defense on the opposite end of 
the court ensured the Kenyon victory 
and gave the Ladies their first victory of 
the season. 
The Ladies followed up their vic-
tory with another loss, this time to 
nCaC foe allegheny College. The 
gators took a commanding lead in the 
first half and maintained it for much of 
the second. The Ladies drew to within 
three points twice in the closing minutes 
By SaRaH FRiEDMan
Sports Assistant
at the nike Cup Swim invita-
tional held at Kenyon last weekend, 
the Lords took second place with a 
score of 988 points, falling short of the 
1,149 points garnered by the University 
of Pennsylvania Quakers. The Johns 
Hopkins University Blue Jays filled the 
third place spot with 608 points.
in Thursday’s 1,650-yard freestyle 
final, sophomore Eric Dunn led the 
heat from the beginning, finally com-
ing in first place to earn 26 points with 
a time of 15:49.09,  20 seconds behind 
his time in last week’s meet that earned 
him the distinction of CollegeSwim-
ming.com’s Division iii national 
Swimmer of the Week. First-year Kegan 
Borland rivaled UPenn’s first-year James 
Fee for second place until Fee pulled 
distinctly ahead in the last 800 yards. 
Fee’s proximity to Dunn caused some 
excitement on the sidelines, and he 
came in second place by just over one 
second at 15:50.49. Borland came in 
third with a time of 15:55.44, earning 
20 points for the Lords.
in the 800-yard freestyle relay, 
UPenn’s team was first to the wall with 
Lords take second place at Nike Invite
a time of 6:44.84. a Kenyon team con-
sisting of first-years Blair Withington 
and Caleb gottinger, sophomore Mat-
thew Harris and senior Matt Jacobssen 
came in fourth place with a time of 
6:52.27.
The following night at finals, the 
Lords placed in several races, although 
they did not win any events. in the 200-
yard freestyle relay, Kenyon’s team came 
in fourth place with a time of 1:24.23, 
earning 18 points. in the super finals 
for the 100-yard breaststroke, senior 
Joey gosselar placed third with a time 
of 57.86.  
The Lords’ most successful event 
of the night was the 400-yard iM, 
in which Kenyon swimmers Dunn, 
sophomore Dustin Schneider and 
senior Eduardo Rodriguez took the 
second-, third- and fourth-place spots, 
respectively. in Friday’s last event, the 
400-yard medley relay, a Kenyon team 
consisting of juniors Tom irgens and 
Marc Christian, gosselar and Harris 
came in fourth with a time of 3:26.33. 
The finals on Saturday night brought 
greater success to Kenyon. in the 200-
yard medley relay event, Kenyon’s ‘a’ 
team, consisting of irgens, Harris, Chris-
tian and senior Davis zarins, placed 
fourth with a time of 1:33.99. Borland 
and Dunn placed second and fourth, 
respectively, in the 500-yard freestyle, 
with times of 4:35.6 and 4:36.35.
The Lords took three first-place ti-
tles on Saturday. First, Harris swam the 
100-yard butterfly in 50.3 seconds. in 
the 200-yard breaststroke, gosselar 
picked up first place with a time of 
2:04.87.  Withington then won the 
200-yard iM with a time of 1:54.95, 
with Rodriguez in third with a time 
of 1:56.08
The last event of the night was 
the 400-yard freestyle relay in which 
Christian, Harris, Withington and 
junior Joshua Mitchell took third place 
with a time of 3:06.1.
over Thanksgiving break, the 
Lords hosted Case Western Reserve 
University, Washington & Jefferson 
University and grove City College. Ke-
nyon picked up wins against Case 
Western and Washington & Jefferson, 
with scores of 148-139 and 174-109, 
respectively. The Lords lost to grove 
City, 189.5- 103.5. The next day, at 
the TyR Cup at northwestern Uni-
versity, Kenyon came in fourth place, 
with the Division i hosts taking first 
place overall. 
of the game, but allegheny was too pre-
cise on the freethrow line, hitting four 
of their last five to ice the game. one of 
the lone bright spots for the Ladies came 
from their point guard play, which was 
led by junior Hilary gowins. She led all 
Kenyon scorers with 18 points, despite 
being held to only two field goals in 
the second half. gowins’ efforts against 
the gators and the Fighting Muskies 
awarded her nCaC Player of the Week. 
During the week, the Ladies played two 
games in which gowins notched 38 
points, nine rebounds and four assists. 
The loss dropped the Ladies conference 
record to 0-1.
The Ladies’ next game is at Earlham 
College this Saturday. They will look to 
improve their nCaC record to 1-1 and 
put themselves in striking distance of the 
first place in the nCaC. The next home 
game will be Dec. 12, when the Ladies 
face otterbein College.
ali Kittle
Junior Hilary gowins goes for a layup against a Muskingum defender. gowins was 
named nCaC Player of the Week following two strong performances. 
Lady b-ballers keep busy over break
By MaTTHEW MooRE
Staff Reporter
 The nike Cup invitational, 
hosted at the Kenyon athletic Cen-
ter last Saturday,  gave the Ladies 
swimming squad an opportunity 
to prove their talent and relentless-
ness, as they placed first over the 
University of Pennsylvania, the 
University of Kansas and Johns 
Hopkins University, respectively. 
The Ladies competed in 18 different 
events out of more than 30 occur-
ring at the nike Cup. Previous to 
the nike Cup, the Ladies ventured 
out to northwestern University for 
the TyL invitational, taking fourth 
place nov. 19. 
Last week’s nike Cup win was 
a welcome return to form for the 
Ladies who, before their appearance 
at northwestern, won three straight 
meets in a row. The team arrived in 
first place at the nike Cup from 53 
points behind, surpassing UPenn 
and finishing with 1,026 points. 
Ladies overtake UPenn, 
Kansas to win Nike Cup
UPenn finished with 1,007 points, 
while Kansas managed 981 points.
The race that gave the Ladies 
their boost on Saturday was the 
200-yard medley relay. Sopho -
more Carolyn Barer, sophomore 
Elizabeth Carlton, first-year Tina 
Ertel and sophomore Tracy Menzel 
put their time together efficient-
ly enough to also mark the race 
as nCaa-qualifying at 1:46.08. 
Ertel’s performance in that race, as 
well as in the 100-yard butterfly, won 
her  the honor of CollegeSwimming.
com’s national Division iii swimmer 
of the week, the third such occasion 
for a Kenyon swimmer this season.
The first-year Ladies brought 
in some great performances, as did 
senior Jessica Connors, who won her 
200-yard breaststroke event in a time 
of 2:20.25, yet another of the team’s 
many nCaa qualifying times.
The season for the Ladies 
will pick up again Jan. 4 in Sara-
sota, Fla., against the University of 
north Dakota. 
ali Kittle
Ladies swimmers dive into competition at last weekend’s nike Cup invitational. 
Kenyon took first place over three Division i teams with a score of 1,026 points. 
